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Engineering Club
takes its senior
project seriously
The Engineering Club is already looking forward to thii
summer. That’s when they hope to be competing in the Fourtl
Annual International Electric Boat Regatta at Silver Lake ir
Everett, Wash.
G VSU ’s Engineering Club has already started making plans tc
enter themselves in tjie six hour Solar Marathon Race. The
competition will take place July 31 and Aug. 1.
According to club President Peter Tadros the club is supposed
to build a prototype of a solar powered boat for a senior project
However, Tadros and other members of the club have set their
sights quite a bit higher.
Instead, they plan to build an eighteen and a half-foot solarpowered boat
Of the 25-30 people working on the project only eight will be
able to make the actual trip. And of those eight one will be chosen
to race the boat said Tadros.
Tadros said that the club plans to meet with the crew team to
learn how to operate the boat as well as to get advice on other
pertinent issues, such as what to do if it capsizes.
Not only would participation in the international event be an
excellent experience for the engineering students, but it could be
a large step for Grand Valley State University, according to
Tadros.
Dr. Paul Plotkowski, director and professor of the School of
Engineering, is very supportive o f the project.
“It’s way above and beyond the call of duty,” said Plotkowski
of the students' efforts.
He stated that engineers are always working in teams. But
rarely do they have the opportunity to oversee aproject such as this
all the way through. Usually, each team is responsible for a piece
of the whole project.
‘T o see the project through from cradle to grave is a great
learning experience... as well as a great motivational experience,”
he said.
“The bonus is that it’s an opportunity to give prestige to not
only the program, but the university as well," Plotkowski added.
Both Tadros and Plotkowski pointed out that the Electric Boat
Regatta is not the only solar-powered boat race in the country. In
fact, there are several across the nation throughout the year.
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Form er U.S. Am bassador to Yugoslavia
Warren Zimmerman to speak as part of
"Rem em bering Sarajevo" sym posium
by Dan Moore
Staff Writer

Engineering Club Pres. Peter Tadros and Mike Hioto by K»thl«n Batty
Walters, VP. o fFinance, smiling as they dream of their prototype.
“It’s an ongoing project for years to come,” Tadros said. Not
only could the boat be entered in other races, but the Fifth Annual
Electric Boat Regatta, the sixth, and so on.”
On top of being used in future races, Tadros felt that the boat
would be an excellent recruiting tool for the program and university.
According to Tadros, the Student Senate failed to recognize
just how serious the club is about the project.
On Feb. 17, Tadros proposed a budget to die Senate asking for
financial support in funding the project as well as the trip to
Washington.
After a lengthy discussion on how much of the proposed
budget could be covered, the Senate voted to turn down the club's
proposal entirely.
One of the Senate's arguments was that the race was to take
________________________ Please see ENGINEERING p. 2

"The Situation in Bosnia," a speech by former Ambassador
Warren Zimmerman will highlight a two day program entitled
"Remembering Sarajevo." The symposium will commemorate the
20th year of the exchange relationship between Grand V alley State
University and the University of Sarajevo.
The two day event, to be held Monday, March 21 and Tuesday,
March 22, will include poetry, film, music, discussion, and political
insight (for more details see calender at right). Events will
commence with a poetry reading at 12 noon on Monday.
Zimmerman, who resigned from the State Department this
month because of his disapproval of United States policies in
Bosnia, will conclude the program. He will look at current
conditions in the country from his diplomatic and political
perspective. The speech will be held at the Cook-DeWitt Center
at 4 p.m on Tuesday.
Donald VanderJagt, professor of Math and Statistics, who is
part o f the program planning committee, said of Zimmerman, “We
wanted someone with a national reputation, and one with great
knowledge of the topic.”
“This is intended for the GVSU community. We hope students
will benefit by understanding more about Bosnia and Sarajevo,
both its culture and the situation,” said VanderJagt

GVSU/ A llendale relationship im proves
c

by Kathleen Beatty

Newt Editor -

17

Allendale Township officials and Grand Valley State
University’s student senators seem to have found some common
ground and are now working toward improv ing relations, according
to Student Senate President Len VanPopering.
Relations became strained last year when the Allendale
Township Board passed a zoning ordinance that established limits
on the number of unrelated people living together in any one
household. Student Senate's attempts to collect signatures for a
petition to referendum the decision failed due to lack of interest
taken by GVSU students on the issue, according to VanPopering.
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Student senators initiated the healing process last December
by hosting a mini-summit at GVSU’s Allendale Campus where
township officials and student senators met not to discuss past
differences, but to start new relationships.
According to Roger Rycenga, Allendale To wnship Supervisor,
both the township and GVSU have many goals in common. He
also stated that he enjoyed getting to know the senators better.
“I think we just wanted to improve relations with students and
the township," said Rycenga.
During the meeting, township officials were given a tour of the
campus. According to VanPopering, for many of the officials, it
was their first visit to the campus.
“We all left the table with a better feeling than last year,"

Remembering Sarajevo
Monday, M arch 21
12:00p.m. The Poetry of Bosnia Readings by IvoSoljan,
assistant professor of English and a former resident of Sarajevo.
In English. Cook-DeWitt Center.
4:00p.m. Reminiscences of Sarajevo A discussion by
faculty, staff, and students who have participated in the
exchange program with the University of Sarajevo. CookDeWitt Center.
7:30p.m. Film: W henFatherw asaw ayonBusiness Set
in Sarajevo, this Bosnian fdm, with English subtitles, tells the
story of young Malik, who is not aware that his father has
become a political prisoner. Room 176, Lake Michigan Hall.
T uesday, M arch 22
12:00p.m. The music of Flo ry Jag oda Jagoda,aSarajevobom musician, will present a concert featuring the folk songs
of the Sephardic Jews of Bosnia. Cook-DeWitt Center.
4:00p.m. ‘T h e Situation in Bosnia” A speech by former
Ambassador Warren Zimmerman. Reception immediately
following. Cook-DeWitt Center.

said VanPopering.
Ed Cardenas, head of the Student Senate’s Political Action
Committee, said that the summit gave the senators a chance to find
out wh^t was going on in Allendale and the township officials a
chance to get to know what was also happening on GVSU’s
campus.
Said Cardenas: “I think relations are improving. We would
like to have more meetings as issues come up."
After the Senate' s mini-summit, Allendale To wnship ex tended
an invitation to the senators to attend their planning and township
meetings. The Senate accepted and is currently working closely
with officials on a project to repair and expand M-45. Both parties
are now planning a letter writing campaign to Michigan legislators
asking for the improvements.
“I look at it as a great success; not an end in itself, of course,
but the beginning to unproved relationships," said VanPopering.

soon

Report on

ENGINEERING,
“He was excited about the project.
from f . 1 ---------- — —— ------Although it is on a smaller scale, it
place during the aummer when ichool would be comparable to theUniversity
by Daa Moore
it o u t But Plotkowaki pointed out that of Michigan and Western Michigan m
: Staff Writer :
17
the School o f Engineering is in University,” said Tadros, referring to *z
operation year-round, unlike moat other solar-powered car races that have
Vice President o f U niversity
earned those universities a great deal Relations Matt McLogan was on hand
programs at the university.
Rejection wam’t enough to wipe o f recognition in the past.
at the March 3 Student Senate meeting
Tadros has appealed the Senate a to discuss the progress of Gov. John
out hope for the project According to
Tadros, they are currently looking for vote, but to no avail. Since theproposal Engler's request to give Grand Valley
sponsors to help with the funding. Also, was turned down, a senator who $5 million in state appropriations.
the School of Engineering will be previously voted against the proposal
The request was votedofftheState
donating some money for the project. would have to change his/her vote in Senate floor and is now in the hands of
Justhow much it willbe able to donate order to receive an appeal.
the House appropriations committee.
WithadeadlineofJuly 1 for entries A report is expected in the next two
is still in question.
“We are going to try to help, of in the race, Tadros expects to be in the weeks.
course. We like what they are doing," race. While he was confident to raise
“It may pass a version different
Plotkowski said. However, he added enough money to build the boat, than that created in the Senate,”
that the program’s budget is not large funding for the trip itself is the issue in McLogan said. “If so, a conference
question.
enough to support the project totally.
committee will be created to iron out
“We don't want to cut the budget thedifferences. We should then expect
Tadros added that P resident
Lubbers committed to financially to make the boat not competitive,” he something in April or May.”
said.
supporting the project_________
GVSU is one o f the fastest
growing universities in the state and
Need .some cash? Sell vour extra stulT in the
has the lowest funding .per student.
I .ant horn classifieds!
Appropriations are currently worth

$2,900 per student. With Engler's
recommendation, the minimum state
university funding would be $3,500
per student
M oney w ill come from new
revenue produced by the projected
growth in the state economy.
The appropriation w ill fund a

variety o f campus operations and keep
tuition increases at GVSU low. A
largeportionofthesUte money will go
toward the building o f the new science
complex, which will contain about four
dozen classrooms and labs. New
faculty will also be hired in an effort to
keep GVSU classes small._________

VJ>. o f University Relations Matt McLogan redeyes an award.
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Office of Academic Support: helping
disabled students strive at GVSU
r
XL

by Shine P.Sniai.
Stiff Writer

X>

Counselor John Fedrazamay have
a new office, but he has earned it
though much hard work and devotion
to the students he counsels here at
Grand Valley State University.
Pedraza is the coordinator of
GVSU’s Office of Academic Support,
w hich
w orks
to
provide
accommodations for students with
disabilities.
The OAS office is an offshoot of
the Educational Support Program. It
became independent last September
and now serves as a support program
for GVSU students with documented
learning or physical disabilities.
T here are about 150 GVSU
students who, “because of their
disabilities, are entitled to certain
accommodations,” said Pedraza.
Pedraza continued, "This office

was established to make sure these
students receive the necessary
accommodations and have a chance to
succeed.”
Pedrazasaidthatheis an academic
advisor first, and that what he does at
the Office of Academic Services is
simply his specialty.
In addition to the special services
he provides, Pedraza also helps students
in selecting courses, talks with them
about careers and is always there for
them to talk to.
Marcus Klaver, a senior who has
been counseled by Pedraza for four
years, said Pedraza “will bend over
backwards for his students.”
Junior Troy Cook said that the
office “helps disabled students find a
way around their disabilities.”
“This office is crucial. It is needed
very much,” said senior Tammy
Yeoman.
In addition to counseling services,

OAS provides lecture tapes and notes
for those students unable to take them
themselves.
Another service the office provides
is access to alternative testing. Students
with documented disabilities are
allowed to take tests outside of the
classroom. However, Pedraza said,
“We maintain the integrity of the testing
procedure.”
Because some of the students have
reading comprehension or writing
difficulties, they may need some extra
time. Pedraza said, “This brings them
up to normal standards. Rather than
giving them an advantage, they are
brought back up to par with other
students.This is hard for a lotof people
to understand.”
Yeoman, who uses alternative
testing, said, “If I didn’t have access to
alternative testing, theprofessor would
never find out all I know.”

Student Senate N ew s
r

by Alan P. Babbitt
Staff Writer

The Student Senate gave an
Award of Appreciation to Grand
Valley State University’s VicePresident of University Relations
M att M cLogan at its weekly
meeting Thursday.
S enate
P resident
Len
VanPopering said that McLogan
has beat very helpful to the Senate.
“(McLogan) has gone out of
his way to be available for the
Senate,” VanPopering said. “This
is just a token of our gratitude.”
M cLogan, who is busy
campaigning for the potential $5
million in state funds to GVSU,
graciously accepted the award,
saying that he fondly remembers
bring a senator himself. He also
answered questions about GVSU’s
lobbying effort to win more state
^funding.______________________

J

Vice-President of Allocations
Scott Goldberg reported that
organizational budgets will be
presented to the general body of
the Senate for approval on March
31. He said 55 organizations have
asked for $450,000 this year, yet
only $230,000 of GVSU’s 199495 Student Life Pee has been
appropriated for organizational
funding. Cutswillhavetobemade
in the organizations’ budgets to
reach their target figure.
Sonya Plata, director of the
Mexican-American Legal Defense
and Education Fund, discussed her
organization’s leadership training
program with the Senate. Pour
Grand Valley students are going to
attend the conference’s first
meeting on March 15 in Detroit

J

Former student sentenced for assault
c .

by DJ. Mltcbdl
■ Suff Writer •

degree Criminal Sexual Conduct along
with another student in the assault
against the G VSU student, pled guilty
toalesserchargeof4th degree Criminal
Sexual Conduct on January 17th.
Ottawa County Circuit Court Judge
Edward R. Post sentenced McBride to
12 months in jail and 24 months
probation. He was also ordered to pay
$240 dollars in court costs, $30 to the

3?

Former Grand Valley student
SeanRobert McBride was sentenced
to 12 months in the Ottawa County
Jail for his part in a sexual assault of
a female student last year.
M cBride, 19,
who had
originally been charged with 3rd

crime victims association, and
attorney fees that are to be
determined at a later date.
McBride is to begin serving the
12 month sentence on June 1,1994
at 6:30 p.m. His case will be
reviewed by the court after he has
served 90 days, at which time he
may be eligible for an early release,
a court official stated.

StudentSenateproposesEberhardCenter office
£

by MtkeAraey
- Staff Writer :

37

In a move to gain more contact
with Grand Valley’s non-treditional
students and others who don’t get the
chance to spend much time on the
Allendale campus, die Student Senate
has proposed a downtown office.
“We’d like to make the Student
Senate a little more visible downtown
at the Eberhard Center campus," said
Jamie Ryder, Senate executive vicepresident.
“A number of issues we’restarting

to deal with deal more with nontraditional students now. It would be
important for us to be visible to them
so we could answer any questions they
might have,” added Ryder.
Both Ryder and Senate Resident
Len VanPopering believe that this is
an important move for the Senate.
“We’ve been trying to increase
our presence in the downtown campus
for a long time,” said VanPopering.
“This isjust another step in that process.
As the downtown campus expands, we
feel i t ’s im portant fo r student
government to have... a presence
downtown.”

The Student Senate is also looking
into allowing senators to serve part of
their required office hours downtown.
Ryder said that since all of his
courses are offered at the Eberhard
Center, it would be a convenient way
for him to put in his hours as well as be
of assistance to students not attending
the Allendale campus.
“That would be a key for us,” said
Ryder.
The Senate is hoping to begin the
negotiations for the downtown office
before the end of this semester.

{ Thinking About Your Career?
THINK ABOUT PUTTING YOUR COLLEGE DEGREE TO WORK!
A SOLID COMPANY:
• In business since 1937

• C areer-o rien ted

• Over 1600 offices coast to coast
• 25% average annual growth rate

• Professional
• Energetic
• Business-minded

Come join the other successfu l
LAKER A lum ni at Enterprise
Rent-A-Car. We’ll be conducting
interview s on cam pus at the
Placem ent O ffice on Mar. 29
Or, send you fresu m e to:

OFFERING:
• Entry Level Manager Trainee positions
in Metro Detroit, Northwest Ohio,
Mid-Michigan and W est Michigan
• Training in all asp eos o f our business:
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aHminhrqtlnB and
• Performance-based promotions 100%
from within
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Get A Break On
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Help W anted!

LIVE ALTERNATIVE
EVERY WED. &THURS.
$1.75 24 oz. drafts

$1.75 24 oz. drafts

DISCOUNT W/ COLLEGE I.D.
19 & OVER
Miss the sun? Go where there's..

T he L anthorn is now
accepting
applications fo r all
positions. A ll are
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on Friday, M arch 25,
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♦Total For Winter Semester, 1994

EN TER P R ISE R E N T-A -C A R
31740 Plym outh Rd.
Livonia, MI 48150

Total*

0
Criminal Sexual Conduct
0
Robbery
0
Breaking and Entering
0
Assault
0
Stalking
5
Larceny
Receiving and Concealing Stolen Property 0
0
Parole Violation
0
Warrant Arrest
1
Credit Card Fraud
0
Attempting to Elude a Police Officer
4
Malicious Destruction of Property
0
Indecent Exposure
3
Traffic Accidents
0
Drug-Related Offenses
0
OUIIVDWI
0
Minor in Possession
0
Transporting Open Intoxicants
2
Hit and Run
Driving While License Restricted/Suspended 0
0
Restricted License
1
Harrasing/Obscene Phone Calls
0
Campus Trespass
1
Speeding/Other Traffic Offenses
0
Juvenile Offenses
0
Attempted Suicide
Medical Emergencies
5
Mutual Aid Incidents
Q
Total Offenses/Situations Handled

WE’RE HIRING MANAGER TRAINEES
HIRING UPCOMING AND RECENT GRADS:

Week Ending 3/06/94

2 WEEKS FOR $25.00
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(value to 19.50)
* with valid college ID.
offer valid Mardi 15 • 19,1994
all services provided by
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How about a trade agreement
to export our management?
r
K

b rJb a Class
A
Staff Writer -------

With all the talk of worldwide trade, there rises a possibility that
could cut our deficit, increase prosperity among the population, equalize
income, and wouldn’t require government to do a thing. Let’s apply free
trade to management
Compared to other industrialized powers, our management is
devastatingly expensive. Japanese and German executives on average
make about half a million dollars yearly, while American executives
average well over a million dollars. And, for those at the top, let’s not
forget that the best-paid man in America gets 126 million dollars a year.
Now, I used to work at a restaurant providing a service for customers. I
would bet any amount of money that the labor I put in during half of my
year exceeded all the labor he did during his entire year. I say ship ’em
off, get some honestly paid management and start paying your laborers a
real wage.
Cutting these people out o f the picture would cut down on economic
problems as well. With less wealthy management, we wouldn’t decimate
the third world for cheap labor and high profits. As a result all those
good-paying manufacturing jobs that made quality products would stay
around. Furthermore, with the increase in wages and employment the
structural problems o f the economy could be fixed by all the money
filling up the government’s revenues. Then we could separate the Social
Security “Trust Fund’’ for our kids, and try to pay off some of our debt
Granted, we probably will have a sharp decline in white-collar office
jobs, but I think that the means justify the end in this case.
Furthermore, people around the world would surely thank us. By
dumping our overpaid management on them, they can finally muster
enough popular support to break out of the global economy. Haiti, for
one, has been run by U.S. investors since Woodrow Wilson was in office.
Now that the U.S. candidate kicked Aristide (the one that the people like)
out of office, there are no worries that the people might overthrow the
investors. Send some rich executives down there and you’ll see effigy
burnings, class warfare, general chaos. In other words, management’s
natural tendency to treat human beings as objects would bring out
people's revolutionary liberating spirit
What we have is a great opportunity. Let’s dump the top one percent
who consider us as statistical abstracts of production in the lion’s den.
Then we won’t need government regulations, income can be equalized,
the police-state hysteria will drop in accordance with the drop in crime,
and people can regain control of their own countries. An interesting way
of encouraging democracy, eh?

Kerrigan and the silver: fair?
GVSU students respond

C

by Edwin L. Carpenter—
Staff Writer

~J

It was one of the greatest
comeback stories in Olympic
history. Nancy Ann Kerrigan was on
the brink of a gold medal following
her free skate in the final ladies
figure skating competition. Only
seven weeks previously she had been
clubbed on the right knee, her
landing knee, in Detroit's Joe Louis
arena, as she prepared for the United
States Ladies Figure Skating
Championship, which was to be held
the next day.
On Friday, February 25,
Kerrigan was in first place on all
nine judges' scoring ballots, and as
she finished a flawless performance
the appreciative audience
representing several countries stood
to its feet with boisterous applause.
It was a captivating moment The
CBS announcer proclaimed “Daniel
and Brenda Kerrigan’s daughter has
seized the moment and made it her
own."
Unfortunately, the moment
would be short lived. Following
Kerrigaan on the ice was World
Champion Oksana Baiul from the
Ukraine. Under tremendous Olympic
pressure, Baiul, who had entered the
free skate in second place following
Wednesdays’ short program, skated
an exhilarating though imperfect
program. She touched the ice with
her foot following one spin and
doubled a triple axel spin.
Still, she had skated a very good
artistic skate even if it was not
totally clean. Silence fell in Hamar,
Norway, for several moments as the
huge crowd waited to see how Baiul
had placed. It was obviously going
to be close between Kerrigan and
Baiul.

And close it was. Five of the
nine judges placed Baiul in first
place. The total points actually
added up to a tie, but the German
judge gave Baiul a point higher for
the artistic part of the program, and
Kerrigan found herself behind by—
get this—one tenth of a point!
Baiul won the gold medal and
Kerrigan took the second place silver
medal. The decision set off some
controversy. Some people felt that
Kerrigan got the short end of the
stick, or in this case the wrong color
medal. Kerrigan herself told
reporters she was happy with her
performance and felt in her heart she
had won. Third place and bronze
medal winner Lu Chen, from China,
was overheard on television
congratulating Kerrigan and telling
her she thought Kerrigan should
have won.
Grand Valley students would no
doubt have made it a close vote as
well. When asked to give their
opinions the answers reflected
contrasting views. Everyone polled
seemed strong in their opinions, but
Grand Valley students differed, as
did some of the Olympic judges, in
who actually won the gold medal.
“I think she was robbed," said
University Bookstore employee Lisa
Hewitt, referring to Kerrigan. “She
skated better than what's-her-name
did.” When asked why she felt that
the judges went the other way and
chose Baiul, Lisa replied “I have no
idea.”
"I think it was fair,” said Steve
Irvine, an undergraduate student,
when asked abqut the scoring. “I
thought (Baiul) did better. 1 enjoyed
her routine more. Baiul was more
originally pleasing, capturing.”
“I thought it was generally
fair,” said senior Dave Mountford. “I
Pitas* s** SILVER, p.7

im ages
Shonteel has been my friend
since the fourth grade. S h eisav ety
nice, sweet, caring young woman.
But things were not always like that
There was a time when she was very
mean, depressed, and suicidal. And
all because of one thing: her weight.
Shonny is what we would call a “big
girl,” and beginning in the ninth
grade she put herself, her family, and
her friends through a living hell that
would last four long years. She tried
every diet, weight loss program, and
exercise tape she could. Anything to
lose the weight she felt was
destroying her life. She failed; she
never lost the weight But she
succeeded in gaining something far
more important self confidence.
It all began with the diet pills.
Shonny began taking them four and
five times a day. She took them
before meals, after meals, during the
day for no apparent reason at all. It
got so bad that we eventually hid the
pills from her. We had no idea she
was still taking them until she
collapsed one day. She refused to go
to a doctor and promised that she
wouldn’t take the pills any more.
She didn’t, but the worst was yet to
come.
Instead of taking pills, she just
starved herself. She only ate one
meal a day and the portions were so
small a baby wouldn't have been
full. Somedays she only drank water
claiming that it quenched her
hunger. I knew it didn’t, and the
evidence came when she began to
faint almost eveiyday from being
hungry. She finally decided that it
would be better to eat, seeing that
everyone was on her back about it
So instead of not eating, she just
exercised herself to the point of
exhaustion.
Exercising sounds like a healthy
thing to do, but not when you do it
three and four times a day. She
would rush home after school to do
her Jane Fonda workout tape. Then
she would do them again afrer
dinner. And then again before she
went to bed. She was obsessed. She
walked, talked, lived, breathed Jane
Fonda. I think she wanted to be Jane
Fonda, if that was at all possible.

But it wasn’t, so she just settled for
being Shonny, something she found
utterly depressing.
So depressing in fact, that she
decided that she didn’t want to live
anymore. She wrote suicide notes,
called all of her friends and told
them goodbye, and began to give
away all of her possessions. One
day, afrer she had called me crying
on the phone, I went to her house to
comfort her. I turned on the
television and it just so happened
that a program was on about the
myths of diets and how the diet
industry fails people. As I was
sitting next to her, I could literally
feel something clicking in her head.
And I knew that everything was
going to be all right.
And it was. Shonny changed the
failure of not being able to lose
weight into the success o f finding
true love for herself. No longer was
she depressed and suicidal. It was
like she had rediscovered herself and
was in love with whom she had
discovered. She became more
confident, more self assured, and
even a better person than she had
been before all of this started.
Shonny was back, and better than
ever.
But there was another failure
that was hard to miss in this. It was
the diet industry’s failure towards
Shonny. She had put her trust in diet
pills, different diets, and especially
Ms. Jane Fonda, and none of them
had worked. All o f them had
promised, “You’ll lose weight in a
matter of weeks,” and that was a flat
out lie. They didn’t tell Shonny that
everybody’s body is different. They
didn't tell her that not everyone
could be a size six. They didn’t tell
her because they didn’t care. They
didn't give a damn if Shonny lost
weight or not, or if she became
depressed and suicidal. The only
thing they cared about was Shonny’s
money. And once they had that, the
side effects were Shonny’s problem
to deal with.
But perhaps the biggest and
saddest failure in this entire situation
was the failure of Shonny’s family
and friends to help her when she

Quest

Sh em eeka Shields
needed i t Why didn’t we insist that
Shonny go to a doctor, or see
someone when we knew that she
was completely out of hand? The
reason was because we wanted
Shonny to lose weight It was
embarrassing to go out with her and
know that people were laughing at
her behind her back. We were sick
of her waddling along like a duck.
W e were sick of waiting for her to
catch up with us because she
wouldn’t walk as fast as we could.
We were just plain and simply tired
o f Shonny being fat. I know it
sounds selfish, but for these reasons
we permitted Shonny to continue
down this path of destruction. We
didn't really care about Shonny’s
health; what we really cared about
was getting her into an image that
would lead to her being accepted by
more people than just us.
We all failed each other during
this stressful time. Shonny failed
herself, we failed Shonny, and the
diet industry failed Shonny. It's
amazing that Shonny made it
through this terrible time the way
she did. Without the love and/or
support from the diet industry, her
friends, or even herself, she pulled
through fine, and I can't help but
admire her.

The closet, the
Christian, and the
Constitution
Faculty and student absences not the
same, have different implications
I would like to comment on a
statement made by Nelson Aquino
(and reported in the February 23
issue o f The Lanlhorn) during the
Student Senate Community Affairs
Committee’s review of Grand Valley
State University's current closing
policy. In reference to professors/
adjunct faculty who cancel class
meetings when the rest of the
university remains open, Mr. Aquino
is reported to have opposed strict
punishment on the grounds that such
punishment would be “unproductive
and conductive to animosity.” In
addition, Mr. Aquino stated, in
effect, that punishment of faculty for
failing to show up for class would be
unfair since “there is not comparable
way to punish students for missing
classes" (quoted from the Lanlhorn
article).
I beg to differ.
In the first place, comparing the
attendance of faculty to the
attendance of students is like
comparing apples to fish. At the
time of registration for classes, the
student, in essence, enters into an
implied contractual agreement with
the university. In exchange for the
tuition and fees paid by the student,
the university agrees to provide the
student with various services.

including use of the university’s
facilities, resources and
infrastructure. The university also
agrees to provide instruction to the
student in the courses for which
tuition was paid. To put it in
business terms, the student is the
customer, the university is the
vendor providing a service, and both
parties are engaged in consummating
a business transaction. As in most
business transactions, both sides
have explicit responsibilities.
Professors and adjunct faculty
are agents of the university. As
such, their explicit responsibilities
are many. Their foremost function,
however, is to provide instruction in
their field of expertise and to
subsequently provide a means by
which the student can measure the
effectiveness of the instruction (for
this argument, it is assumed that the
student has done what is expected of
a student, ie. study). In my view,
providing instruction includes the
agreement that the instructor will be
present for every scheduled class
meeting. Anything less is a violation
of the contract, and professors who
cancel classes arbitrarily need to be
held accountable. I am not privy to
the criteria by which GVSU
Pitas* it* ABSENCES, p.7

This letter is a question.
Actually it is many questions. They
are questions for the heterosexual
community. I ask, who is the one in
the wrong? Who is the perpetrator
of the crime? Is there a crime? Why
are homosexuals treated like
criminals because of who they love
and the type of sex they engage in?
The homosexual grows up in
fear and anguish over who he is,
about something he cannot change.
He is made to suffer all his life by
the heterosexual society. From the
time he is a child, the homosexual is
told that he is evil, wicked and
perverse. He is told there are
different kinds of love and the love
that he has inside him is wrong,
immoral, and unnatural. Yet as far
back as he can remember he has felt
this love inside him, a love for the
same sex. In fact it is an unbidden
thing that comes to him as a natural
feeling. So he begins a life of ’
confusion questioning himself,
hiding, and torturing himself. Not
only is heterosexual society his
tormentor, but he learns, he is taught,
to become his own tormentor.
All the places one is supposed to
find comfort cannot be turned to for
him. He cannot find comfort where
he should be able to. He is told by
his church that he is a sinner, that he
is wicked, that his God will condemn
him for his love. He fears telling his
family, afraid they will say the same.

Pitas* i m CLOSET, p .7
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Finesse- Delicacy and
refinement o f performance,
execution or workmanship. This
defines the Olympic skaters that
have rehearsed the same maneuvers
countless times. This word defines
the violinist whose repetitive and
torturous practice has led to a holy
perfection of every note. This ward
defines the college senior, whose
trial and error, and numerous
successful attempts have labeled him
as such. Finesse is knowing how to
make mac ft cheese.
Sure, just like performing
neurosurgery, it looks easy. But the
reality is, mac f t cheese isn’t just a
culinary discipline; it’s a philosophy
and a way of life.
Learning to first master
temperature, time, amounts and
ingredients is just the birth of the
boil. There is so much more to be
learned. But Rome was not cooked
in a day.
The first step is being able to

much worse), M A C stirred up with
make it without the box.
insUnt mashed potatoes will not only
Memorization of the amounts and
leave an impossible cleanup, but
steps is a fair, but sophomoric start.
offers a taste and consistency that
You must rid yourself of your
only compares to wet mortar. Trust
earthly gauges. Measuring cups and
me on this one, it will make you feel
spoons must be forgotten. You must
like you ate a bag of sand. (It seals
tune in and feel foe amounts. Splash
in foe milk. Let it be free.
up cracks nicely, though.)
Implement the butter using only a
Sometimes, in preparation o f a
knife or a spatula, for someday, they
breakthrough dish, I’ll neglect to
even use that cheese packet It
may be the only thing clean.
usually turns out to be spaghetti, but
You must get this “feel” for foe
it opens an unusual and edible door
amounts to perfect it to your own
taste; not everyone enjoys foe same
(literally).
consistency. Only then can you
Save that little gem for the next
meal. With lockjaw and clogged
progress into the creative.
veins, I give you M & C 2 I know, I
Specialty M ft Cs are nothing
know. It should be M f t C(2). But
less than art you can e a t Entry level
after you try i t you’ll agree that foe
attempts usually begin simply.
name should reflect an exponential
M f t C Altuna- A richly
prepared dish of pasta and cheeses,
cheese value. Mmmm, boy!
complemented with select cuts of
As a friendly senior. I’m willing
fancy yellowfin.
to let you in on a few of my
favorites. I won’t give you the
M ft C Salsita- A zesty plate of
directions, but rather, allow you to
pasta and cheddar, capped with a
explore a pallete of tastes by name
designer smoother of chunky salsa
alone.
(hot or mild).
Strawberry Smuckers M f tC ;
M ft Cheeseburger- A purely
patriotic plate of tender pasta, lean
Oreo’s M f t C; M f t C Key Lime; M
ground beef and plenty o f cheese. A
ft Three Cheese; M f tC Stewed
Tomatoes; Macaroni and Cheese
real American treat when garnished
with ketchup, mustard and relish.
Curls; MD M f t C (To kill the Mad
Although fairly typical, these
Dog munchies); Jay then M ft C (the
best you’ve ever had!)
dishes must too be mastered to
graduate. After mastery, the fridge
I can’t say enough about this
is the limits. Yesterday’s hay is
savory and versatile delicacy. For its
cost effectiveness, packaging, flavor
today’s gourmet
Of course, not all delicacies are
and-nutritional value, it’s the number
perfected from the word go. M f tC
one choice of college studehts
nationwide. And although I hate it
mixed proportionally with spaghetti
with all the spite and disgust of war,
sauce will leave you with a rancid
aroma, a caustic cleanup, and a dish
a meal is always just nine minutes
away.
you wouldn’t serve your dog.
Equally as bad (if not much.

CLOSET,

from p.6 ----------------------------Love is stolen from him, the love of
his family, the love of another, even
the love of his God. Many become
so deeply anguished by this that they
kill themselves before the other
atrocities can be committed against
them.
Although not all do, many
ministers and Christian believers act
in this prejudicial manner. I have no
dispute with Christianity; I was a
devoted follower of Christ at one
time myself. However I take great
offense when Christianity is
interpreted in a discriminatory
fashion which is in direct antithesis
to the teachings of Jesus, teachings
of acceptance, mercy, and love.
They attempt to justify it through
what has become one of the most
quoted verses from the Bible today.
The book of Leviticus chapter 18,
verse 22 says, “Thou shall not lie
with man as thou doth with woman,
for it is an abomination.” The first
distinction I’d like to make is that
this is from what is known as the
Jewish book of laws, which is the
law set forth for God’s chosen
people in the days before Christ
They were to be saved by the law.
Christians are saved by the grace of
the Lord and His sacrifice upon the
cross.
Like the opponents, I also have
Biblical quotes to back up my
position. I believe that it says within
the book of Psalms, “Judge not thy
fellow man, for judgment is reserved
for God.” In “The New Testament
the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ,”
it says as a direct quote from Jesus
himself, “He who is without sin shall
cast the first stone.” Also Christ
said, “My father gave thee ten
commandments; I have but two,
believe in me and love thy fellow
man. These are my commandments
and all else falls beneath them.”
Then finally in the book of Acts, in
which the apostle Luke speaks,
specifically Chapter 13, verses 38
and 39, it says, “O f those laws of
Moses that ye cannot be justified;
you are justified through him,"
meaning, of course, Jesus. So 1
believe there is a precedent for a
position against the discrimination
and condemnation of the
homosexual within the pages of the
Bible, as well as the belief that the
homosexual is doomed to Hell,
which is a place that does not exist,
but is a manifestation of the Church
in purgatory, for in Revelations it is
revealed that the unrepentant shall

not bum eternally but shall simply
cease to exist once cast into foe lake
of fire. Also we must keep in mind
that religion is a personal endeavor
of opinion and ethics and to assert
that one’s ethics should be another’s
is unethical in itself.
Besides the emotional and
psychological atrocities mentioned
above, others come later after the
young homosexual realizes that he is
not alone and finds a bit of courage,
enough so that he can stand with
pride and say "I am homosexual and
just because my love is different
does not mean that it is wrong."
Despite scientific evidence in the
area of genetics which shows that
homosexuality is very probably
inherited (in fact, a scientific study
has isolated an area of foe brain
believed to be related to foe
development of homosexuality),
prejudice and violence is perpetrated
against the homosexual community
and is often fueled by the teachings
of foe church and bigoted law that
must be abolished. It is sad to say,
but the church, which is supposed to
be a place of hope and comfort, has
become an organization that backs
prejudicial witchhunts against the
homosexual, demonizing him, so
that the so-called righteous church
members feel guilt-free when it
comes to their prejudice against
gays, and believe it is their moral
duty to violently stamp out
homosexuality.
What can be done to stop such
actions and behaviors? I believe foe
first step is education, so that young
boys will not grow up learning to
fear or hate homosexuals. An
environment must be created free of
such open and common slurs as
‘fag’, ‘homo’, and ‘queer’ spoken
with malice, where being accused of
homosexuality is not considered an
insult, a place where prejudice
against gays is acceptable. Yet when
attempts have been made to educate
about the differences in sexuality so
that foe hostile and violent
environment that now exists can be
supplemented by a more accepting
and peaceful one where heterosexual
and homosexual interaction is
involved, the religious leaders and
extreme conservatives in
government stand in foe way. I find
this contradiction in these leaders'
habits between their time on the
pulpit and in politics disheartening
and angering. In fact, church
fundamentalists’ support of

prejudicial laws in several states,
including Colorado and New Jersey,
is in direct antithesis to the teachings
of foe alleged savior and founder of
foe religion of Christianity, Jesus of
Nazareth, who taught in his sermons
acceptance and unconditional love.
I, however, do not wish to single
out the religious leaders, for the
politicians are just as easily worthy
of blame. It is abhorrent when laws
exist that are in direct contradiction
with foe very foundation of
American justice, of the
Constitution, and foe Bill of Rights.
Such prejudicial laws making it
criminal to engage in acts of
sodomy, which includes oral and
anal sex, and laws that make it
illegal for those individuals of the
same sex to join in matrimony, is
blatant hypocrisy when considered
in foe face of guaranteed freedoms
held within the pages of the Bill of
Rights. When dealing with foe
Sodomy Laws we can look to the
First Amendment to reveal the
violation and contradiction. Under
foe First Amendment it affords
privacy under foe law, thus meaning
foe right to engage in private acts
sexual or otherwise, without it being
performed in public places and
without foe violation of any
government agency upon private
residence or property. Also
accorded by the First Amendment is
freedom of expression,allowing one
to express oneself in a fashion that is
not considered obscene, which
includes sexual expression
considered to hold aesthetic or
artistic qualities, or to express
oneself in privacy, on a private
residence or property. This includes,
as recently established by foe court
under constitutional law, sexual
expression. Thus, the sodomy laws
are in direct violation of this statute
under the First Amendment
Another area of prejudicial law
that seems to contradict
constitutional precedent and court
rulings is that dealing with the
subject of same sex marriages. The
Fourth Amendment as it pertains to
this subject clearly states that
citizens have the right under the law
to secure persons, houses, papers,
and effects. This right of protection
is denied when legal matrimony is
denied. In addition to the Fourth
Amendment, the cases of Loving v.
Virginia and Zablocki v. Redhail
established firmly that marriage is a
“basic civil right of man,

from p. i
measures foe job performance of its
faculty, so I cannot say whether the
percentage o f class meetings
canceled by a professor is taken into
account during the performance
reviews. However, students can, and
should, hold their professors
responsible for attendance through
foe medium of class evaluation
forms;
As the customer, foe explicit
responsibilities of foe student are
few. The student’s primary
responsibility is to pay his or her
tuition in foe negotiable coin of the
realm. As long as the check doesn’t
bounce, the student has pretty much
fulfilled those responsibilities. The
student’s implicit responsibilities are
based on cultural and social
principles. Ideally, foe student
agrees to attend class and participate
in discussion, contribute to foe free
exchange of ideas and perform as a
active participant in the educational
process. In a certain sense, foe
student not only purchases
instruction, but also provides it to
other students. The student also
agrees to follow foe social mores
regarding ethical behavior, agreeing,
for example, to refrain from cheating
or plagiarizing other people’s work.
The punishment for a student failing
to execute his or her responsibilities
can take many forms, ranging in

severity from simple public censure
in foe classroom for minor
infractions to expulsion from foe
university for major crimes against
the academia. In the specific case of
not showing up for class, the average
penalty (at least in the classes I ’ve
taken) seems to be foe lowering of
foe student’s grade by a foil letter
grade for each set o f three absences.
Additional punishment is meted out
in an indirect form. The student is
typically held responsible for
material covered in class whether the
student was present or not. Again,
this penalty is extracted in the form
of grades, the unit by which we
customarily measure foe value of the
education we have purchased. So, in
my experience, Mr. Aquino’s
implication that students do not pay
a penalty when they fail to show up
for class is false.
The preceding argument really
had no bearing on foe question of
whether or not professors would
cancel class when they feel weather
conditions warrant cancellation. But
I feel a distinction should be made
between the absence of an instructor
and the absence o f a student. When
foe student skips class he hurts
himself. When an instructor skips
class he hurts the class.
John Shupe

SILVER,

from p. 6 -----------------------------think it came down to political
controversy. The democratic
countries voted for Kerrigan. It came
down to Germany. The judge from
Germany was from East Germany.
He had a Communist background. I
think Kerrigan deserved it. She
skated a better program in the last
one. It was clean.”
It was obviously a close skate
considering those polled didn’t
totally agree with each other in who
actually won. Junior student Erica
Beck had a good suggestion that
might have saved some of the
controversy from happening.
“I think it would have been fon
for both of them to get gold.”
Her suggestion is interesting
because that could have happened if
the judges would have went that
route. In fact, under the old scoring
system, the total points would have
been simply added up with no favor
in the artistic category and Kerrigan
would have won the gold.
It was apparently a time for
Olympic controversy. It began with
foe Tonya Harding case in which her

fundamental to our very existence
and survival." And so once again
the laws dealing with same sex
marriages violate established civil
rights, as well as the specific aspects
of foe constitution and law which
directly affect each case. The Ninth
Amendment backs up all o f foe
previous assertions, stating that the
enumeration in the Constitution of
civil rights shall not be construed to
deny or disparage other (rights).
Plainly put, the Ninth Amendment
says that no rights can be given or
laws made that interfere with or take
away the civil rights of any group.
The latest attempt to stand in foe
way of constitutional rights for
members of the homosexual
community is rhetoric based on
falsehoods using terms that create
illusions not understandable to foe
average American. The religious
and conservative Right have recently
been explaining that homosexuals do
not want protection from unlawful
discrimination but desire “special
rights.” However, there is no area of
foe law that affords or deals in
special rights for any group,
minority or otherwise. There are in
fact no “special rights” to be gained.
The other term that has been used
quite often is “minority status.” This
is another smoke screen used by foe
Right Wing to create an illusion that
foe gay and lesbian community
wishes to be given a special or
favored status. Once again, there is
no such area of the law nor has there
ever been to grant a special status for
any group. It is a devious attempt to
make foe homosexual community

ex-husband and former bodyguard
have been charged with conspiracy
to willfully injure Kerrigan in order
to keep her from competing. And
Harding herself is currently under
investigation for a possible part in
foe plot.
Harding, who finished eighth in
the Olympics, stalled when she had
problems with her program in the
free skate. She complained to the
judges that her skate lace was the
problem and she was allowed to
skate later.
Finally, we have the controversy
over the decision to give the gold
medal to Baiul instead of Nancy
Kerrigan. Yet, gold medal or silver,
one could safely say that Nancy
Kerrigan gave a gold medal
performance and made a stunning
comeback. She skated foe best she
has ever skated in her career. Truly,
foe storm clouds that hung over
Kerrigan’s life back in January did
have a silver lining in the end at
Norway.

look as though it has a sinister
agenda to put itself before other
citizens, when in fact they simply
would appreciate equality of
opportunity, and some semblance of
job and housing security, as well as
to be included along with
mainstream America in sharing all
their Constitutional rights.
The present attitude of
homophobia rampant in American
society, as articulated by these
personal, moral, and legal travesties,
must be eradicated if we are truly to
be the land of the free, a place that
every person is allotted equality of
opportunity to achieve foe
“American Dream.” As it stands
now, a percentage of our population
is being emotionally, mentally, and
physically damaged, by a larger
group of the population which is
socially dysfunctional. There is
simply no justification either morally
or legally for the violence and
prejudice perpetrated against any
segment of foe population in
civilized and advanced cultures such
as exists in foe United States.
Hladki_____________________
The opinions expressed in The
Lanfoom are not neccessarily those
of The Lanfoom staff or of Grand
Valley State University.
Letters to foe Editor should be
submitted in foe Lanfoom office of
foe lower level of the Kirkhof
Center, or mailed to The Lanfoom,
One Campus Drive, Allendale, MI
49401.

Religion at Grand Valley:
Inside InterVarsity Fellowship
b fC M ili i t w I i n w
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Len
“Big Man on

similar in that people are able to meet
members o f other InterVarsity groups
and study different areas o f the Bible.
The leadership schools last for one
month during the summer months and
offer sessions on African Americans,
different cultures, and leadership
training called Exodus for graduating
seniors. Finally, once every three years
a conference is held at the University
o f Illinois in Urbana. Approximately
18,000 people from across the United
States andmany foreign countries flock

is conducted.
What aspectof InterVarsity seems
to attract young people?^ Sroka,
Danielkiewicz, and Kaiserlun voiced
similar reasons for joining. They
wantedachance to worship God freely
and not feel uncomfortable in any way.
They alio wanted the opportunity to
meet other students from diverse ethnic
backgrounds who were attracted for
similar reasons. April Kaiserlain
remembers when she first started
attendingIntcrVanity:uIfeitlikethere

InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
is a v a y unique Grand Valley student
organization. It is an in te r
denominational Christian d u b that is
dedicated to learning about and
worshiping Christ. Members' meet
every Thursday at 7:30 pjn. in the
lower level of the Kirkhof Center.
InterV arsity • is not a new
organization. In fact, InterVarsity
chapters in Michigan
colleges and universities
were first organized in
the
early
1940s.
InterVareity’s roots go
back to a group o f
students at England’s
CambridgeUniversityin
the 1870s. InterVarsity
is an organization with
chapters at more than
800 colleges and
universities across the
United States.
As
a
w hole,
InterVarsity h u many
strong religious beliefs,
some o f which include
that the B ible w as
inspired b y God, the
Bible is the authority in
everyone’s lives, Jesus
Christ is both God and
man, and Jesus died for Members o f InterVarsity Fellowship gathered during one o f their meetings that
Photo by Roy Knnz
everyone’s sins. Grand take place in the lower level o f the Kirkhof Center, Thursdays a t 7:30.
V alley’s chapter o f InterVarsity was freedom for me to worship God in to U rbana to attend workshops,
cherishes these beliefs and tries to share the way that I desire to worship him. I seminars, and listen to speakers.
them with others on campus.
didn’t feel like I was being forced to sit
E veryone associated with
If a Grand Valley student walks a certain way, to act a certain way, to InterVarsity is very excited with what
into InterVarsity, what can he or she raise my hands at certain times, or to the organization stands fo r and
expect to find? For starters, the pray at certain times.”
represents.
Executive Board (consisting of Scott
Another aspect that attracted them
In fact, Kaiserlain states, “I can
H adley, Scot Sroka, H eather was the manner in which the Bible was honestly say that I did not actually
Danielkiewicz, and April Kaiserlian) presented- it’s not forced upon anyone. know what Christianity was until I
make it apoint to greet everyone at the “We don’t shove, we share,” noted became a part of InterVarsity."
door, make them feel comfortable, and Sroka.
Danielkiewicz added, “The truth
try to alleviate any intimidation. This
In addition to the Thursday night of God is something that is satisfying.
is often accomplished with a very laid regular meetings, InterVarsity offers It’s not hype, I don’t think that’s what
back, stress-free setting in which three Bible studies, prayer meetings, we’re about here.”
members are encouraged to actively two weekend retreats per year, Chapter
They hope that they can act as a
participate by sharing their feelings, Camp for one week in the summer, and resource that helps point people to
singing songs, talking with others, or summer leadership training schools. Christ, whether or not the people are
simply just observing how the meeting The retreats and Chapter Camps are already Christian.
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And the “Big Man on Campus”
is... Len VanPopering, president of
Student Senate.
Delta Zeta Sorority conducted
the search to raise money for the
Gallaudet College for the Deaf in
Washington, D.C., a college for the
hearing impaired.
Each campus
organization had
the opportunity to
nominate a male
m em ber
to
com pete for the
title,Each nominee
had one week to
raise money and at
the end o f the week
the one who had
raised the m ost

of$420forG allaudet.
“Delta Zeta gave a lot of time
and energy to put this event on, it is
just another example of a positive
aspect o f the Greek community,”
said VanPopering.
DeltaZett Sorority raises money
year round to aid the speech and
hearing impaired. In addition to
Gallaudet, Delta Zeta raises money
for the H oum Ear Institution in Los
Angeles and also
volunteers time at
local
hearing
centers.
The next Delta
Z eta sponsored
fundraiser will take
place on March 23
where male students
will compete for the
“Mr. Laker” title.
Any
m ale
student
may
as long as
m T S ' S . Len VanPopering competehave
wit,
Student Senate President l"ey
Campus” title.
charm, and a great
VanPopering
pair of boxers.
raised over $200 and won a Delta
The event will be held at the
Z eta “Big Man on C am pus" Promenade Deck, Kirkhof Center at
^sweatshirt The event raised a total 9:15 p jn . Tickets will be S3.
j

On Tuesday, March 29th at 7:30
p.m., distinguished scholar Paula
G iddings will be coming to the
Eberhard Center. Her lecture is entitled
"Before Rosa Parks" and will address
the beginnings of the modem civil
right movement.
Ms. Giddings is a social/political
historian, an author and a journalist
The recipient of numerous awards
for her outstanding scholarship, Ms.
G iddings recieved an H onorary
Doctorate of Humane Letters in 1990
from Burnette College in Greensboro,
North Carolina. She is currently a
fellow at the National Humanities.

Soul Fest '94 explores
A frican-A m erican style
C

by Ju lk Reyaotdi
Staff Writer

(I to r) Aaron M cGyver and Leonard Jones performing
"Who's the Sell-Out." a play written by Leonard Jones.

Buto by Nikki Boatman
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The Black Student Union
sponsored the 4th annual Soul Fest
Feb. 28, in the Kirkhof Center, bringing
an official close to Black History Month
celebrations.
The Festival was a collaboration
of food, music, dance and drama. Vocal
entertainment was provided by GVSU
students Gene Jackson, Shelle Reed,
Samuel Rawls, and John “J J .” Jenkins.
The group performed two selections:
“Is My Living In Vain” by XSCAPE
and “The Black National Anthem.”
‘“ The Black National Anthem'
gives the Black community something
of their own. It’s like a symbol,” said
freshman Shelle Reed.
In addition to musical renditions,
seven otherGVSU students performed
a dance routine from Janet Jackson.
Cassandra Brackenridge, Jeanelle and
Jeanette Wicker, Latesha Smith,
Lamonica Phelps, Tamara Brown, and
Shelle Reed have been dancing together
for five months. They said they chose
the routine, because of its African
influences. Recently, they won second
place at the 1993 Air Band concert.
For the drama portion of the

The Week Ahead

Noted scholar to
speak on the
modern civil
rights movement

program, Leonard Jones and Aaron
McGyver, performed a short sk it The
sk it titled, “Who’s The Sell-Out”
focused on conflicts between middleclass and upper-class A fricanAmericans.
“ ‘Who’s The Sell-Out’ is a soul
check. My inspiration behind writing
it was to inform successful black
college graduates that no matter how
successful you are in life give back to
where you’ve come from,” said Jones,
a graduating senior in film and video
and author of the play.
According to Peter Tadros, senior
engineering major, the Soul Fest is a
way to unify the campus.
“Soul Fest is different expressions
of black culture for the black students
to experience their own culture, and
for other students to experience our
culture as well,” said Alex Pitts,
member of Black Student Union.
Offered at the Soul Fest were a
variety of soul food entrees and desserts
prepared by Grand Valley students
and Nell’s Place Family Catering of
Grand Rapids.
The donations of two canned
goods by those who attended are being
used by Heartside Ministry to help
feed the homeless and needy families.

^

Saturday, M arch 19

^

7 p.m. M r. Pink Panther,
JVomenadeDeck, Kirkhof Center.

C

M onday, M arch 21

12:00 p.m. The Poetry of
Bosnia. Ivo Soljan, GVSU
assistantprofessor of English and
former resident of Sarajevo,
Bosnia-Hercegovina. CookDeWitt Center.
4:00 p.m. Reminiscences of
Sarajevo Discussion between
faculty, staff, and students who
have participated in the exchange
program between GVSU and the
University of Sarajevo. Cook
DeWitt Center.
7:30 p.m. Film : W hen
Father was away on Business
Bosnian film with English
subtitles. Room 176, Lake
Michigan Hall.
7:30 p.m.
F o rg in g a
D em ocratic Union in South
A fric a,
Former
U.S.
Congressman Ho ward W olpe and
Dr. R obert E ckert, First
Com munity A.M.E. Church,
Gerald R. Ford Museum.

^

Tuesday, M arch 22

12:00 p.m. Flory Jagoda, a
musician from Sarajevo, will
present a concert featuring the
folk songs of the Sephardic Jews
of Bosnia. Cook DeWitt Center.

4:00p.m .
W a rre n
Z im m e rm a n .
The former
ambassador to Yugoslav ia speaks
on the current situation in BosniaH ercegovina. Cook-DeW iu
Center.

C

Thursday, M arch 24

noon-5 p jn . Ethnic Festival.
Promenade Deck. Kirkhof Center

What’s cookin’ at the Commons?
c.
Staff Writer

G rand V alley’t Common*
provide* n o u riih in g meal* and
employment opportunitie* to many
Grand Valley students. Providing large
meal* that appeal to the general public
is no easy task. Many long hours of
hard work go into generating menus
that incorporate nutrition, variety, and
enjoyment So how does the Commons
manage to do it day in and day out?
W hat exactly goes on behind the
scenes? Normally, the Commons tries
to maintain a low profile, but John
Pavlic, Location Manager of ARA
services for the Commons, provides
an inside scoop.
The day usually begins .at 6:00
a.m. when cooks arrive and start
cooking breakfast (which is served
from 7:15 a jn . until 9:00 a.m.). As

soon as breakfast is cooked, the cooks
immediately begin preparing lunch.
Soon after lunch is prepared, the cooks
start making dinner.
While all this is happening, John
Pavlic isrighttherehdpingout. Pavlic
makes it a point to be available to
answer questions from students, help
cooks with production problems, and
plan for upcoming events. If employees
become bogged down, Pavlic is not
afraid to roll up his sleeves and help
serve food, assist the beverage runner,
or wash dishes.
Future theme dinner ideas for this
semester include S t Patrick's Day,
Easter, opening day for the baseball
season, Carnival N ight luau, desert
nights, and various other ethnic food
nights.
Inside the Commons, students can
find a “Feedback B oard" which
includes many responses to written

comments andsnggestions from Grand
V alley students. Every student
probably wonders if their opinion really
matter*, or if it is even read. Pavlic and
Riggs make it a point to read every
commentandconsidersuggestions. A
majority o f the suggestions submitted
inquire aboutoffering dishes thatMom
would make. Pavlic does regret that
they are unable to grant most o f these
-requests,
“We can never compare to Mom.
We do try,” replied Pavlic.
W hat student suggestions
regarding the Commons have actually
been implemented? The list ranges
from a hot dog and hamburger bar at
lunch, more salad dressings, muffins
and bagels every day, the return of
Lucky Chaims to the cereal rotation,
and the availability of hot cereal on
weekends. Pavlic stated that if
Commons is able to implement an idea

or change, they will.
In addition to providing hot, wellbalanced meals, the Commons also
provides employment opportunities.
TheCommons employs approximately
44 union employees and 70 students.
Students and union employees work
together doing similar jobs such as
serving and clean-up. Students,
however, do not cook any of the meals
at the Commons. Also, with the
exception of catering or delivering,
students do not work more than 3 hours
per day. A student’s hard work does
notgounnoticedbymanagement Hard
working students receive certificates
of recognition and a coupon for one
free pizza at Bob’s.
Students wishing to work for the
Commons must obtain a referral from
the Student Employment O ffice.
Next, the student must fill out an
application at the food service location
of h it or her choice and go through
normal hiring procedures. Oncehired,
management is very flexible around

■ a m

class schedules and trie* to give every
employee a reasonable number of
hours.
How do the Commons’ employees
like (or dislike) working at the
Commons? In order to gain an overall
understanding, five union employees
and five student employees were given
surveys. The overall impression was
that em ployees seem to like the
cleanliness of the Commons, the wages,
and the team effort of all employees.
However, the Commons’ employees
seemed to be displeased with lack of
communication with the management
In an attempt to try to rectify this
problem, Pavlic stated that he has an
“open door” policy under which
employees can feel free to discuss any.
problem they might have.
Even though the Commons can
never compete with good, homecooked meals, it is the next best thing.
One thing that students can always
counton is shot, nutritious meal every
■ingle day of the school year.
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Choosing the right apartment for yourself and your friends can
be a pretty tough decision. You want to find a place close
enough to campus so you don’t have to get up two hours before
your 9:00 a.m. class, yet far enough away from all the noise so
you can study for the three exams you have next week.
You want a place that is affordable, and yet is still one-hundred
times nicer than all o f your friend’s apartments. (Sorry no
apartments with cool green stoves and refrigerators available)
You want big rooms, nice carpeting, 24-hr. management (when
you lock yourself out on Friday afternoon and all your
roommates went home for the weekend.)

You want quality at a reasonable price.

Besides you’ve got more important stuff to be doing, like proof
reading that paper you just finished for spelling mistakes.

NOW RENTING FOR THE FALL & SUMMER
PHONE: 243-7511 or
895-5875
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Illinios-Benedctine.
“We just got outstanding pitching
down there,” praised Chopp. Steve
Nahs went 2-0, throwing 15 innings
and allowing just two earned runs.
“We caught the ball well, got
outstanding pitching,” commented
Chopp, adding that the “hitting will
come around."
“We co uldn’t m ove runners,
couldn’tget big hits at the right time,”
said Chopp.
In their 11 games in Fort Myers,
the Lakers turned 12 double plays.
They turned 23 all last season.
On the flipside, the Lakers hit just
two home runs in 11 games. Last
season, Grand Valley pounded 50
round-trippers in 49 games.
Some of the power drought could
be attributed to the dimensionsofTeiry
Paric, where the Lakers played most of

their games.
The distances are4l5 feet to center,
380 feet down the right field line, and
360 feet down die left field line.
“Most major league parks aren’t
that size,” said Chopp.
And in the "why can’t Jordan do
that"column,junior Chad Hinkley has
started the season off with a bang.
Hinkley is batting 558 so far this
season and is on an 11-game hitting
streak after getting 19 hits in 34 atbats.
“Hinkley definitely led us,” said
Chopp. “He just had a phenomonal
spring down there.”
The Lakers take on Aquinas
College at Kimble Field on March 22.
“We’re just gonna go right at
them,” saidChopp. “It’sagoodrivaby.
Every game we play is important, and
we don’t overlook anybody.”

Rapids, Scott Damp of Iron River (in
theUJ*), andMatt Remelts fromCalvin
J
Christian. Derrick Baker and Doug
Having lost his three best players Wemple round out the first-year
ev er to graduation, coach Tim players.
Sutherland lost a combined six years
A bright spot for Sutherland is the
o f All-GLIAC honors, along with a addition of Amar Arslanagic from
totalof 11 years of varsity experience. Sarajevo.
However,oouplehisfewretuming
Sutherland expects Arslanagic to
players with an excellent recruiting battle Gurden for the number one
class, and Sutherland is optimistic singles spot and possibly play number
about the upcoming season.
one doubles.
“We’vegotasmuchtalent as we’ve
“I really can’t tell right now, I
ever had,” Sutherland said.
haven’tseenhim(inpractice)enough,”
R eturning w ith plenty o f said Sutherland.
experience for the Lakers will be Rob
That's probably because the team
Gurden and Doug Daugherty, who hasn’thadthebestpracticetimesduring
Sutherland figures will fill the top the preseason.
singles and doubles spots.
Although they practice at the arena
Also returning are A1 Adams and in the Fieldhouse when they can, most
Fete Finley. These two were the seventh oftheirpracticeshavebeenfiom 10:00
and eighth men on last year’s team.
p.m. to midnight at the Ramblewood
Since only six play at a time, Tennis Center in Wyoming.
Adams and Finley saw limited action,
This Friday and Saturday the
but nonetheless gained much-needed Lakers will take part in the Grand
varsity experience.
R apids City Tournam ent at the
“We’ve got three hot first-year Riverview Racquet Club, which
players coming in,” Sutherland added, includes Grand Rapids Community
referring to Adam Tetzlaff of Big

College, Grand Rapids Baptist, and
Aquinas College.
The Lakers won the tourney last
year, and repeating that feat is one of
the team’s preseason goals.
He pointed o ut F erris State
University and Northwood University
to be the strength of the GLIAC this
season.
Also, Wayne State University is
returning an All-American, which
gives them an automatic edge in the
number one singles match.
Sutherland feels that the Laker’s
depth will be an attribute throughout
the season. “We’re probably going to
be as deep as we’ve ever been,” he
said.
Sutherland added that the team’s
two main goals are to finish in the top
half of the GLIAC and to have a
winning record.
“Our two keys will be a good
commitment from the players and no
excuses,” he added.
Grand Valley opens its season
Thursday versus Hope College at the
Holland Tennis Center at 7:30 p.m.

The Laker bucball team finished
spring training thii teaion by winning
five of their finil six games for * spring
record of 6-5.
Grand Valley startedout the season
on M arch 5, being defeated by
Assumption, 8-0. The Lakers bounced
back the nextday to defeatSt Ambrose
5 4 in extra innings.
Coach Andy Chopp’s squad then
lost their next three games before
bouncing back with a one hit shutout
by junior Mike Bell as the Lakers beat
Winona State 5-0.
Two days later, the Lakers turned
a triple play against the same Winona
State squad in a 5 4 victory.
Later that same day, junior Jeremy
Diedrich tossed a 4-0 shutout against

c:

by Greg Reed
Staff Writer ~
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Lakers' season depends
by Brian Rutkowski
\
, Spoils Editor
" "J
It's hard to find good pitching in
any league these days.
Doug Woods, however, may not
have that problem as the Lady Laker
softball team returns Allison Van
Horn and Kim Sebesta, who combined
for 21 of the Laker’s 23 wins last
season.
“I think both are smarter and
stronger than last season,” said
Woods. “We are looking to them to
lead us.
The pitching will be vital to the
Lakers success this season, with the
loss of offense headed by this year’s
assistant coach Staci Lubin.
Last year, Lubin hit .357 overall
and was the GLIAC’s second leading
hitter at J 6 4 while earning All-Region
honors.
“We have a lot o f holes to fill
since we lost Staci,” Woods said.
She was a pure hitter. W e have to
pick up some of the slack with the

hitting, but I think we will be in fairly
good shape.
Woods hopes that junior Vicky
Vienyardwillbe able to replace Lubin
as the biggun in the lineup. Vineyard
hit .356 overall and .320 in the
conference second to Lubin on the
team.
Firstbase person ShereeKnola can
also hit for power to produce the runs
from the cleanup spot.
Defensively, the Laker infield is
intact from last year with the exception
of second base, where freshman Emy
Myers will step in.
Vineyard, who minded second
last year, will move to short, and Lisa
Stevens will mind the hot comer at
third.
The outfield may be another
question as only centerfielder Maggie
James reutms from last year’s starting
lineup.
Hometowner Missy Waterman
from Allendale and Jenny Alberding
will be to either side of James in the
outfield.
1

Track team heads outdoors

c

by Sturt Daly
• StaffWriter -

“7

While most of the Grand Valley
students were seeking warmer climates
during spring break, Tony Armor was
burning up the track in Ann Arbor.
Armor set the school record in the
55m high hurdles at the University of
M ichigan In v itatio n al. A rm or’s
performance qualified him for the
NCAA Division II Championship in
North Dakota.
Armor, along with Kelly Oberlin,
represented Grand V alley at the
National Indoor Cham pionships.
Oberlin leaped to third place with a
5’7” high jump effort.
This was good enough for Oberlin
to receive NCAA Division II AllAmerican honors for the third time.
This meet concluded the long and
arduous indoor track season. It was a
very satisfying season for the Lakers
that provided pleasant surprises from
seniors such as Armor, and hopes from
future success from freshmen Ryan
Taylor, PeteGillespieJenniferCollins,

and Kim Comellise.
Coach Pete Rowe’s commentary
on the season was that “it was often
frustrating, but very encouraging to
see the development o f a strong work
ethic from the athletes.”
With the coming of spring, the
Lakers will blossom into the outdoor
season.
This season is truly a breath of
fresh air for the athletes who will no
longer have to endure the sharp curves
and hard surfaces of the indoor track.
Along with a change of scenery,
the outdoor season brings several new
events such as the 3000-m steeple
chase, and many added field events
such as the discus and javelin throws.
According to Rowe, “The warmer
spring weather usually inspires faster
times.” He hopes for “a continuation
of the good work ethic and positive
attitude,” he saw during the indoor
season.
The Lakers will have fifty members
on their roster for the outdoor season
which will get underway Mach 23 at
the Grand Rapids Relay.

All-GLIAC Basketball Teams

M e t H ff
2 M usic...that cooks!
2 D ram a...that books!
2 Talks...that a re timely!
* Real Life...that’s kinaly!
Come see for yourself...
'Cause it's good for your health!
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
6:00 PM - CALVARY CHURCH
1-96 at East Beltline
Immediately following - Singles Viewpoint • Narcotics Anonymous
Just the Facts • Alcoholics Anonymous • V.E.T.S.

Men's
First Team
Name
Michael Aaron
Michael Williams
Tom Eller
Dannie Hayes
Kurt Godlevske

Position
Forward
Forward
Forward
Guard/Forward
Guard

School
Wayne State
Saginaw Valley
Oakland
Ferris State
Northern Mich.

Year
Senior
Senior
Senior
Junior
Senior

Second Team
Name
Tim Kissman
Travis Harris
Kyle David
Mark Herron
ErikMenk

Position
Center
Forward
Forward
Guard
Forward/Center

School
Hillsdale
Michigan Tech
Northern Mich.
Wayne State
Lake Superior

Year
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Sophomore

Honorable M ention's from G ran d Valley: Nate Verbeek
Women's
First Team
Name
Dawn Zarling
Kelli Krajniak
Shelly Harvard
Jill Wetthuhn Tracy Bruno

Position
Guard
Forward
Center
Forward
Forward/Center

School
Michigan Tech
Oakland
Northern Mich
Lake Superior
Saginaw Valley

Year
Junior
Junior
Junior
Junior
Senior

Second Team
Name
Angie Bond
Dawn Murphy
Chris Nance
Marie Thomas
Gina Herrington

Position
Guard
Forward
Forward/Center
Center
Guard/Forward

School
Oakland
Hillsdale
Lake Superior
Grand Valley
Fenis State

Year
Senior
Senior
Sophomore
Senior
Junior

X
One week away from the civilized
world, and things turn upside down.
The last time I heard, Winnipeg
decided to take goalie Bob Essensa off
the trade market because they couldn't
get what they wanted.
Apparently, Bryan Murray gave it
to them.
The Red Wings and many of their
fans seem to think that their problems
are solved now that Tim “Sieve"eldae
is no longer between or, in some
people's minds, behind the pipes.
While the trade was definitely
needed for Cheveldae’s own good as
well as that of the Wings so that they
have confident goaltending, it is by no
means the single answer to get to the
Stanley Cup.
The tandem of Cheveldae and
rookie Chris Osgood was one of the
best in the NHL, despite a save
percentage around 86%.
The reason was, and still is, that

the Wings'defensemen don’t take care
of the puck in their own zone.
If someone were to go back and
look at how the Wings gave up all 230
goals this season. I ’d be willing to bet
a t least one third of those were caused
by poor play on the puck inside the
defensive zone.
In last w eek’s game against
Edmonton, two of the goals were scored
as the result of 2 on 1s because the blue
liners Were cheating on their defensive
assignments.
Not that I ever played hockey, but
I hear the first thing they tell young
defensemen is that you never pass the
puck up the middle of the ice, but
rather play it along the boards; this is
safer because if it does get picked off,
at least you can get back on defense
before the other team's winger blasts a
2 0-foot slapper through your
goal tender.
About two weeks ago, Chris
Osgood posted over two and a half
games worth of shutout hockey.
During that time, he faced only 18
shots in one game, 21 in the next and
about 10 before he gave up a goal
during the second period of fee third.

k
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When the defense plays, the Wings
will win nine out of ten, guaranteed.
When they don’t, it gives teams with
sickly offense like every other team in
fee Norris (it’s not fee Central) division
a chance to win.
When the playoffs roll around,
every team in fee West, (excuse me
Cam pbell), C onference w ill be
clutching and grabbing D etroit
forwards like Christmas shoppers in a
half off sale.
This will translate into fewer
chances to score on some of the best
goalies around, like Belfour, Curtis
Joseph, and Felix Potvin.
The Wings can’t afford to play
sloppy now, or else they will play
sloppy in fee playoffs.
If fee Wings don’t take care of
their own zone first, expect Essensa’s
stay in Detroit to be short lived, because
the fans will boo him out of town, just
like his predecessor.

His swing has more hitches than
than an Iditarod sled dog team.
And everybody was getting
blustered when he was called out on a
ground ball, even though he was clearly
safe.
Hey Mike, you’reaROOKlEI You
don’t get calls anymore! The umpires
in baseball don’t like pacifiers and
diapers on their field!
In fact, if you did make it to the
majors and, for the sake of argument,
you hit fee balk the other team would
get fee benefit of the doubt almost
every time.
Face the facts, you ’re not abaseball
player. Not now, not ever. The only
person dumber than you for thinking
you could play major league ball is the

guy who signed you, not only because
you aren’t worth theeffort, but because
the media circus that is the White Sox
camp will ruin the team until this thing
goes away.
Speaking of going away, it would
be a shame if one of fee most mentally
tough, honest, fun loving players left
the game because ofcancer.
When I heard John Kruk had
testicular cancer, I only thought of
how incredibly wacked the system of
American values is when it takes a
supers tar to bring attention to a disease
that kills so many people. While his
form of cancer kills only 330 people a
year (that’s still too many), cancer is
far more inportant than a ball and a
piece of wood.

O ’hJ

T h e S o u n d s o f S p rin g
M ichael Jordan belongs in a
baseball jersey like I belong next to
Fred Couples on the PGA Tour.

616-235-1355
668 Leonard S t, N.W.
Grand Rapids, Mi. 49504

£ tt¥ ie u u d & M a le !
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30% OFF
Everything
Full In-store repair service

C anik <£ ty tte fleweleM,

Mon. &T\ie. 11a.m. -6p.m. Wed., Thur. &Fri. 11a.m. - 8p.m.
Sat 11a.m. - 6p.m.

LINGERIE - SWIMWEAR
NOVELTIES - LOTIONS
GLAMOUR PHOTOGRAPHY

4290 Lake Ml Dr., ph. 791-8002
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I The Week Ahead

For all your photo supplies...

B a seb a ll: T he Lakers face
Aquinas College, March 22 at
Kimble Field in Grand Rapids at
3:30p.m. and head to Adrian for
a doubleheader at Siena Heights
March 23.
S o ftb a ll:
G rand V alley
tenatively opens the home season
with a doubleheader against TriState University on March 19.
First pitch is slated for 1 p.m.
Tennis: The Laker netters travel
to Hope College in Holland
March 17 at 7:30 pjn. and then
moveontotheRiverviewRaquet
Club in Grand Rapids for the
Grand Rapids City Tournament
on March 18-19.
ATTENTION COACHES AND
CLUBS: If your club has any
announcements to place in the
week ahead section, leave a
message with the sports desk at
x-2460.

S p iiii” limt* is in llic air
.mil we want (<» know
about \om snorts flub !
(ii\ c us a jinM.lf at \ - 24bO
and ask lo r H rian it[ m hi
want us to publici/c
w hat\ 20111" on!

B O O K S T O R E

eft
L O W p r ic e s
C O N V E N I E N T lo c a tio n s

D ISC O U N T S f o r
p h o to c la s s s tu d e n ts !
Just present your class "needs list"
when making your purchase!

V is it any o f o u r stores:
1533 Wealthy
51 Monroe Mall
3150 Plainfield
2883 S. Wilson, Grandville
2035 28th St. SE (Grand Central Plaza)
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(NOT THE
MEANING
OF LIFE, BUT
HELPFUL
ANYWAY)

One man teams don't go far in the big dance
f

m P. Babbitt
by AI
Alan

A

Staff Writer

The only time of the year that
causes more strains in relationships
than the month of March may be the
annual hunting season in the fall.
Between the exciting high school
basketball tourney in Michigan and
the NCAA 64-team dance, hoop lovers
of allages can be found in front of their
television sets, soaking in every
moment of March Madness they can.
The following is my look at each
of the four regions:
EAST
North Carolina is the defending
national champand will poundon Jerry
Falwell’s Liberty University in the first
round.
The Tar Heels should not receive a
serious challenge until the infamous
John Chaney and his Temple Owls
come along around Sweet 16 time.
With Aaron McKey and his
talented surrounding cast, the Owls
have a suffocating defense that gives
any team problems. Indiana may slide
by Ohiobutis not playing well enough
to beat Temple.
My money is on Big Eight champ
Nebraska to challenge Temple for the
regional crown. The sixth-seeded
Comhuskers are on a roll after winning
the Big Eight tournament But then

again, when has Nebraska enjoyed any
post-season success? Just ask the
football team.
Second-seeded Connecticut will
glide past the Erst two rounds but
won’t be able to shake the ‘Huskers.
One-man teams have trouble during
the tournament (See Purdue!).
I also wish M id-A m erican
Conference Player of the Year Gary
Trent and his Ohio University buddies
all the luck in the world as they try to
headbutt the Hoosiers out of the dance
in the first round.
SOUTHEAST
Nearly everyone is favoring Big
Ten champion Purdue to ride the
shoulders of Naismaith Award-finalist
Glenn Robinson all the way to the
Final Four, but the Boilermakers won’t
get there easily.
The Demon Deacons exhibited
their ability to win big games, as two
wins over North Carolina and one
victory over Duke during the regular
season showed. Even if Robinson
carries his squad to the regional final,
Rick Pidno’s Kentucky Wildcats will
deliver the knockout punch at Miami
Arena.
Kentucky, the second seed in the
East, will survive arguably the most
competitive foursome of first-round
opponents w ith victories over
Tennessee St. and Michigan S t

The Spartans can upset secondseeded Duke in the second round with
a healthy Shawn Respert The Blue
Devils just do not seem to be as
intimidating as they were during their
national title run, although any Coach
K team is still a threat

shotattheRazotbacks.BeatingTemple
shot at the Razotbacks. Beating Templi
three times in one season is no easy
task, but the Minutemen accomplished
that feat en route to the Atlantic 10
championship.
W EST

With the best starting five in the
country, Louisville should be able to
MIDW EST
After handing the Big Ten title to secure its hotel reservations in North
Purdue, Michigan should thank its Carolina. Cliff Rozier will make sure
lucky stars for its third seed in this of that.
Coach Denny Crum's team, which
region. The Wolverines have an easy
path to Massachusetts in the Sweet 16 is the third seed in the region, will
and should be able to disarm the watch No. 1 Missouri and No. 2
Arizona fall well before the second
Minutemen in the third round.
Experience is on the side of the weekend of the tournament begins.
W olverines, and that cannot be
The Tigers neededone of the worst
forgotten.
calls in NCAA history to squeak by
ButArkansas,theNo. 1 seed in the Colorado in the Big Eight tourney.
Midwest, has too much talent for the And the Wildcats may haveasuperstar
Fab Four to handle. Razorback Coach guard with Khalid Reeves, but coach
Nolan Richardson has his team primed LuteOlson’sclubshavesetaprecedent
for a long tourney run. North Carolina for choking in early match-ups. Is
A&T and Illinois will prove to be just Loyola, Md. this year's Santa Clara?
California guard Jason Kidd wants
appetizers for Corliss Williamson and
Company.
to guide his Bean to the Final Four, but
The sleeperin thisbunchis UCLA. Cincinnati will be standing in the way.
The Bruins were once ranked No.l in Although I do not like coach Bob
the nationbutfaltereddown the stretch. Huggins, the Bearcats have the ability
If theO’Bannonbrothers get theirgame to defeat the likes o f Wisconsin and
game back on track, it will be sweet Missouri.
butter, baby, for UCLA.
Minnesota, last season’s NIT
If Michigan does get knocked off champs, could be the fly in the ointment
during the first two rounds, ofLouisville’splansifVoshon Leonard
Massachusetts could find itself with a gets off to a flying start

S ta ff picks
A lan B abbitt
Sw eet 16

Cincinnati, California, Louisville,
V irginia, A rkansas, UCLA,
Michigan, Massachusetts, North
C arolina, T em ple, N ebraska,
Connecticut, Purdue, Wake Forest,
Kentucky, Michigan State
Final E ight

Cincinnati, Louisville, Arkansas,
M ichigan, T em ple, N ebraska,
Purdue, Kentucky
F inal Four

L ouisville, A rkansas, Temple,
Kentucky
M ike Arney
Sw eet 16

Purdue, Kansas, Kentucky, Duke,
North Carolina, Ohio University,
Florida, Connecticuit, Cincinnati,
California, Louisville, Virginia,
Arkansas, UCLA, Michigan, S t
Louis
F inal Eight

Purdue, Kentucky, North Carolina,
Connecticuit, California, Louisville,
Arkansas, Michigan
F inal Four

Kentucky, Connecticuit, California,
Michigan
B rian Rutkowski
Sw eet 16

Purdue, Kansas, Kentucky, Duke,
North Carolina, Temple, Nebraska,
Connecticuit, Missouri, California,
Louisville, Arizona, Arkansas,
UCLA, Michigan, Massachusetts
Final Eight

Purdue, Kentucky, North Caolina,
Connecticut, California, Louisville,
UCLA, Michigan

Two

Final Four

K entucky, North Carolina,
Louisville, Michigan__________

FO O D
SPIRITS
S H O W G IR LS

for a p erfect
date:

Continuous 14-hour show
Mon - Sat. 11:30am - 2am
3525 E. Mall Dr. (beNnd
Ecwtbrook Mall)
940-0100

Continuing; vour Studios
in Counsdint;,

A date and this.

Psychology,

Socinl Work
or Related A re as 7
Our educational database contains
information on more than 4,000
graduation concentration areas,
representing over 1,000 schools.
This makes it easy to find the
program that’s right for you.

VISA
iiufl

We eliminate the hours spent
researching graduate programs and
the tim e-consum ing effort of
contacting graduate schools for
more information. We can provide:

&
yptUS

It's e v ery Vs^icre
you w an t to be.

Literature/catalogs describing
over 4,000 graduate study
programs.

S ' Literature and application
materials for more than 300
credentialling programs.
For more information, write or call us
today!

CAREER NETW ORK
A SSO C IA T E S
2210 ML Carmel Avenue,
Suite 110- Dept
Qenside, PA
19038
O VIm U.S.A. Inc. 1994
CJWNdwort AnodUo

(215) 572-7670
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Students to
C .___ by Shannon Mackenzie

A

_____ Staff Writer

but with a new twist

husbands with them at
home.
So the b rilliant
Lysistrata, played by the
lovely Amy Tetzlaff,
devises a plan to bring
about peace. The women
will take over the citadel
and hold out on sex. The
men becom e so sexstarved, that they finally
declare peace.
Now why would
students want to see this

~y

SEX!!

... Good! Now that I have your
attention, let’s talk about the fun and
exciting play that will be showing
Match 24,25,26,27,31 and April 1,2
at Louis Armstrong Theater on campus.
The Greek play Lysistrata is full
of sexual innuendoes.
The men are fighting in a war that
is going absolutely nowhere. The
women are tired of not having their

tea

This classic Greek comedy by Aristophanes, satirizing men
and their wars, w ill be performed by students in the Theatre
Communications program. Intentionally or not, this subject is
well-chosen as March is Women’s History Month. Wild times
are guaranteed.
For more onfakephalluses and theideaofsexasaw eapon,
lookfo r a review o f Lysistrata in two weeks.

play? Where else can you
see a play with yours truly
and several other women
wearing penises and men
begging for sex? The
phalluses worn by the
women are droopy, threefootpenises. The phalluses
worn by the men shall
become erect as the play
goes on. Interesting stuff,
wouldn’t you say?
All
of
the
performances are at eight

Paschke
opens at
Calder
C.

by Cory D. Olsen :
Staff Writer

c
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Tired of looking at paintings of
houses, apples, and the Mona Lisa?
Feel like exploring something more
creative and spontaneous? Then
you’re readyto check outEdPaschke’s
exhibit in the Calder Fine Arts Center
Galtay.
, Paschke gives us something better
to look at, something we haven’t seen
in a w hile; som ething worth
remembering.
Using mediums such as oil on
linen, etchings, and lithographs,
Paschke presents his works in a
different style, a style that captures
the eye and enthralls the viewer. With
his bold use o f yellows, greens, reds,
and blues, Paschke takes you on an
emotional roller-coaster full o f highs

m
m
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f

#
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The D ecision

Ed foschke

oil on linen, 40* X 70*

A reproduction o f The Decision by Ed Paschke, taken from a promotional brochure.

except March 27, which is at two at the
Calder Fine Arts Center. Lysistrata is
performed by students in the Theater
Com m unications program. The
general admission is five dollars,
students can get in for three dollars,
and K-12 and senior citizens for only a
dollar.
For a fun, entertaining evening,
this is the place to be. The director,
Roger Ellis, is certain that this shall be
one of the best productions of the year.
And with the actors and actresses
participating, how could he be wrong?
and lows; you never want to leave.
Specific works that really hit me
werePoderosa, Fem Verde, Violencia,
and most of all, The Decision.
Being one of Paschke’s latest
works, The Decision makes a strong
statement about ho w “our senses have
been abducted by themedia.” Paschke
presents two self portraits of his face
in this piece, with bold tattoos on the
foreheads. The tattoos are clear
symbols of strength and power, and
also portray the link between the act
of painting and of dying the skin
(tattooing). Paschke uses the
traditional oil technique as a medium
to address the issues of today. With its
powerful symbols and vivid shapes,
The Decision will make you come
back to see it twice, as I have.
Ed Paschke can be put into the
traditional Pop art group along with
noted artists such as Liechtenstein
and Rosenquist.
His works are nothing to be toyed
with and are very powerful to the eye
and spirit.
The exhibit runs through March
31, with an artist slide presentation
and reception on Thursday, March
24. The experience is yours.

Sister to sponsor Women’s On Deadly Groundwith Steven Seagal
c
Festival D ay Saturday
z?
_byLorlM.Gr
~

c

.

.by Ktbecca Andrews.
' Entertainment Editor "

The w om en’s studies group
Sister is holding a day-long festival
this Saturday, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
in the Kirkhof Center, to celebrate
women.
When Doris Rucks, coordinator
of the Women's Studies program,
was asked to comment on both the
theme of the day and W omen’s
International History Month, she
referred to a quote by Anita Hill:
“Sexual harassment is not about
sex. It’s about power.”

Rucks went on to say, “This is
the essence of what we’re trying to
convey with the Women’s Festival.
Women have power and have had
power in the past Women want
some control over their environment.”
This is, of course, held in
conjunction with Women’s History
Month and everyone is encouraged
to attend. Activities range from
lectures to workshops and speakers.
The day will end with a Take Back
the Night March.
Check out the schedule below
for details.

S c h e d u le of Events
10 a.m. - noon

Assertiveness Training Workshop,

noon

Brown Bag Lunch.

1 p jn . - 2 p jn.

Workshop: Mask Making. Tentative fee of S3.

2 pjn. - 2:30 pjn. Dramatic Readings.
2:30 p jn . - 3 p jn . Speaker. To be announced.
3 pjn. - 4 p jn.

Workshop: Pinata Making. Tentative fee of S3.

4 pjn. - 5 p.m.

Speaker-to be announced.

5 pjn.

Take Back the Night March.

Lobby

During the day’s activities, there wil be a women’s
health table set up in the lobby of the Kirkhof Center,
u well as a book sale and an arts & crafts table.
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Suff Writer

! If you're like most people, you
would never expect to hear a speech of
any significance from Steven Seagal.
Butin his new film, On Deadly Ground,
Seagal combines his usual actionpacked film with an im portant
environmental message.
Seagal portrays Forrest Taft, who
specializes in putting out fires for Aegis
Oil Company. Aegis is owned by
Michael Jennings (played by Michael
Caine), whose ruthless money-making
drilling activities threaten native
Alaskan (Inuit) land and the people
living there.
When an oil rig worker informs
Taft that Jennings is using the faulty
machinery that caused the last rig to go
up in flames (and resulted in an oil
spill), Taft takes action.
Jennings must meet a deadline to
continue his contract with the Alaskan
council that originally gave him
permission to drill years before. He
again plans to use the only available
generators, which are faulty, to make
that deadline.
Taft learns of Jennings’ plans, and
Jennings 1earns of Taft’s new-found
knowledge. Jennings’ right-hand man,
MacGruder (John C. McGinley), is
ordered to “take care o f ’not only T aft,
but also the oil rig informant
Jennings and MacGruder leave
Taft for dead, and Taft is found and
nursed back to health by a native Inuit
tribe. The tribal chief, Silook (Irvin
Brink), tells Taft that he has been
chosen to save the land from the dangers
brought by the Aegis drilling. Taft
receives that calling from the forces of
nature in a lengthy dream sequence,
where Taft encounters an elderly Inuit
woman who conveys to him of his
mission. Silook pairs Taft with his
daughter Masu (Joan Chen), a native
Inuit activist who opposes the oil
drilling.

When Jennings realizes that Taft
is alive, he employs mercenaries to aid
MacGruder in eliminating Taft. The
hunt leads them to the village where
Taft has been recovering, putting the
entire village in danger.
Taft and Masu begin their mission
to save the land, encountering danger
from the sinister acts of Jennings and
MacGruder at every turn. Taft and
Masu sabotage one of Aegis’ rigs in an
attempt to prevent Jennings from
meeting his deadline.
Marking Seagal's production and
directorial debut. On Deadly Ground
is filled with the action and violence
for which Seagal is known. Donned in
a leather fringed coat, Taft throws
punches and breaks arms throughout
the film, and explosions light up the
screen. During a bar-room brawl, Taft
takes on and, in his own special way,
takes care of a large group of
roughnecks when they torment a
drunken Native American.
But this film has something that
Seagal's others do not: At the end of
his adventures, the native Alaskan
people are assembled to hear Taft
deliver a speech. He speaks of the
damage that oil spills do to the the land
and urges the people to take action to
protect their land. Behind Taft, a large
screen projects animals covered in oil,
suffering from the deeds of the greedy
humans.
If you can stomach the blood and
guts, you may enjoy the film. But you
must remember to keep your eyes open
and your hands away from your face
(unlike our norm ally-fearless
Entertainm ent Editor, who was
ducking in her seat and hiding behind
her hands for almost the entire movie).
A contradiction may be noticed by
those opposed to Seagal’s type of
violent film.
There is a large emphasis placed
on the saving of animals from the oil
spills at the end of the film, but
throughout the entire film, people are

being blown up, injured, and killed.
But think about it—saving die land
is saving the people and saving future
generations. If Taft can accomplish
that task using violence, then more
power to him. I’d much rather see the
“bad guys” attem pt to defend
themselves and lose than see an oilsoaked bird that can do nothing to
defend itself or change its condition.
And one more thing to those of
you who oppose such violent films
because they supposedly warp our
minds: it’s only a movie to be taken
with a grain of salt.

Photo cowtety of Winter Bro*.

Oil-rig roughneck Forrest T ift (Steven
Seagal) teams up in a daring retaliation
against a renegade o il company
threatening the environmental safety of
Alaskan residents in the Action-thriller

-On Deadly Ground'
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Counting Crows takes off
breathing life into music

book review

Star Wars: the final installment
by Jsrirea J.MBtrai
Staff Writer

1983.The year the final installment
of theater Wars trilogy, Return o f the
Jedi, hit the big screen. All of us Star
Wars fans thought the adventures of
Luke Skywaiker, Princess Leia, and
Han Solo had ended. Not so. Three
years ago theStarVVarisaga continued
in a three-book series by Hugo-award

A ntique Jewelry,
M odem e Furniture &
V intage Q othing

210 E. Fulton
Grand Rapids, Mi.
49503
6 1 6 -4 5 4 -1 0 3 3

winning author Timothy Zahn. And
then we hear the end of the tale.
Wrong again.
Nottoo long ago, yet another book
was released, continuing the mythical
Star Wars tradition entitled The Truce
at Bakura.
Written by Y M \yT ym ,T heT ruce
at Bakura takes place immediately
after Return o f the Jedi . The Rebel
A lliance has ju st destroyed the
Empire’s second Death Star arid won
the battle of Endor.
Just as the victory celebration ends,
the Alliance intercepts a distress call
intended to reach the now dead Imperial
Emperor. The distress call originated
from an isolated world under control
of the Empire named Bakura. They
ask for reinforcements to fight against
an alien race known as the Ssi-Ruuk.
The Ssi-Ruuk seek to enslave the minds
of all humans of the galaxy, starting
with those on Bakura.
Realizing that The Empire is in no
shape to send any reinforcements to
Bakura, The Rebel Alliance sends a
task force headed by Luke Skywaiker
to aid Bakura in their time of distress.
In their task to defend Bakura, the
Alliance forces must leam to work
together with those of The Empire on
Bakura. Not an easy task.
Throughout the story, several
conflicts left unresolved in the Star
W ars trilogy begin to surface. Leia is

forced to come to grips with the fact
that she it the daughter of Darth Vader.
Luke fights to overcome the loneliness
he feels being the last of the Jedi. And
the Empire grows to understand that
their rule of the galaxy is over.
S everal new characters are
introduced in The Truce at Bakura in
order to avoid following the mood of
the movie trilogy too closely. First,
Dev Sibwarra, the potential Jedi Knight
enslaved by the Ssi-Ruuk, struggles
throughout the stoiy to escape the web
of deception that the Ssi-Ruuk sunound
him with. Another new character is the
young Balcuran Senator named Gaeriel
Captison. Although Luke falls in love
with her, Gaeriel forbids herself to fall
in love with Luke because her religion
despises Jedi.
The entire story Kathy Tyers
creates in The Truce at Bakura is, in
my opinion, the type of story that would
be an episode in a Star Wars series if
there was one.
Unlike the previous Zahn book
trilogy, Truce is a story that centers
around the well-being of certain
characters rather than one that tells of
a galaxy at war. This book, with its
dazzling setting and excellent sense of
suspense and terror, will hopefully set
the precedent for future Star Wars
one-shot adventures rather than long,
drawn-out sagas.
If you’re a Star Wars fan, a sci-fi
lover, or an adventure freak, you’ll
enjoy this book.
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.by Greg Barnes
‘
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Staff Writer

What do you get when you add
unbelievable musical talent to a
strong sense of stability? Give up?
You get Adam Duritz, lead singer
o f Counting Crows, the fastest
climbing success story in music.
Only three years ago Duritz was
just a music fan. At one time he
found himselfplaying in three bands
at once, none of which could catch
abreak-ThencameCountingCrows,
and, literally, overnight success.
Thanks in part to an appearance
on Saturday Night Live in late
January, and Heavy Air play on
MTV’s “Buzz” Clips, Counting
Crows has catapulted onto the music
scene.
In a recent interview with the
DetroitFree Press Duritz said “This
is all happening so fast, I look around
and say to myself ho w in the (Bleep)
did this happen?”
You might think that such rapid
success might have a negative effect
on a new band, but Duritz has what
many of today’s top artists lack, and
that is a realistic perspective.
Duritz’s“down to earth" attitude
about success has proved to be “a
strong foot,” now that the door has
been opened.
“I’m not trying to shortcircuit
my career; we need to take it slowly
and do it right, not try to get a
million dollars out the door right

HUGE MID-NITE MADNESS SALE!

T he

Be here at midnight the night
of March 21 for new releases
from PANTERA, MORISSEY,
BONNIE RAITT plus many
morel I

I nterview
S u it

Pre-pay now for special discount:
CD's -$11.99
ta p e s-$8.99
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GRAND RAPIDS

451-2800
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the all-im portant
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b u sin ess suit or
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I.D . at any
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F
SAT
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now,” Duritz said.
The San Francisco area based
band is influenced by such artists as
Tom Petty and Van M orrison.
Counting Crow's music breathes life,
Their debut album is entitled
August and Everything After, and
embodies the essence of musical
story telling. This is good music.
The album ’s searching them e
expresses itself through Duritz’s own
shortcom ings and self-ridicule
something Duritz says is ”a very
painful foing.” Nowhere is this more
evident than in “Round Here” the
album’s first track.
From its misty beginnings, to its
desolate cry at the end o f the single,
the vocals have a way of conveying
a feeling of deep sorrow. A truly
powerful song.
The band's smash hit “ Mr.
Jones” has almost a Van Morrison
feel to it, and tells the story of two
starry eyed dreamers hoping to make
it big. During this single’s air play,
the album shot into the top ten, and is
currently selling 70,000 copies a
week.
“Sullivan Street” isaslower song
that has an instant classic feel to it.
To hear this song is to understand
the messages of fear and uncertainty
it conveys.
Their latest release “Rain King”
tells a story of belonging, a topic that
is rarely touched upon in today’s
music. It’s up-tempo feel and poetic
lyrics make this single stand out.
Counting Crows sing about
familiar topics, but their approach is
unique. Tracks such as “Raining in
Baltimore” and “The Murderof One’1
offer glimpses into the world of a
lovesick man longing for his distant
love, and a revealing look at abusive
relationships.
Success, it’s evasive. It can slip
through hands as fast as hands can
grab at i t Counting Crows seems to
understand this. Duritz and company
are a refreshing change. Their music
is powerful, emotional, and truthful,
not to mention it rocks.
Pick this CD up, you won’t be
sorry. Counting Crows has immense
potential for success, taking it one
step at a time.
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New hours open Monday through Friday, 7:30am-5:30 pm
Please phone 241-6335 for more Inform ation
about life saving plasma donations

Sera-Tec Biologicals
1973 So. Division (Corner of Burton)

NEED MONEY
for
, i____ ,
Spring Break, New books,
Concerts, Etc?

You can make up to
a $128 in 4 weeks by donating
Plasma. For more inform ation

canor st0p

our BUrton

Heights location.

We Help Recycle Life!

Best Picture
W & 20 Cinematech brings you Stallone vs. Snipes in
DemoUtton Man. 7 p.m., Mainsail, Kirkhof Center.
March 18 Lunchbreak. 12 noon. Dale Schriemer, baritone, assisted
by Juhanne Vanden WyngaanL Free. Cook-DeWitt Center.
MwchW Cinematech presents Raise the Red Lantern. Banned in
China, Zhang Yimou's film is about a woman sold into marriage where she
is one o f four wives.
Mnrehl9 Remember the 80s with T k tF lv H —rA m i* «na T.tkim g
Dirty After Dark." Brought to you by the Ladies o f Zeta Phi Beta Sorority,
Inc. Movies will be shown in the Kleiner Commons, from 6 p.m. to 10p.m.
each month.
March 20 Concert. Combined University-Community Orchestra and
Choir, Lee Copenhaver, conductor. Free. First Park Congregational
Church.
March 23 Cinematech brings you the epic length “G ettysburg." The
showing will b e £ 6 pan.. Mainsail KC and there will be a 15-minute
intermission.
_

Off C am mis
thru April 10 The G rand Rapids A rt Museum exhibits W omenArtists
0* the Perm anent Collection. A sampling of work by women artists from
the permanent collection presents major trends and major artists, including
works by Mary Cassett, Isabel Bishop and Francoise GiloL This grouping
celebrates the significant contributions of women artists. Formore info call
459-4677
th ru April 10 The G rand Rapids A rt Museum honors and remembers
Eulabee D ix with an exhibition of her paintings, drawings, silhouettes and
miniatures. The winner of prestigious awards and international praise,
Grand Rapids artist Dix is virtually forgotten at home today. For more info
call 459-4677.
th ru M ay 1 In celebration of W om en’s History Month, The Grand
Rapids A rt Museum presents an exhibition of the work of four West
Michigan sculptors - Tricia Chatary, Carol Johnsoh, Joyce Recker, and
Nikki Wall. M arch 20,2 p.m., a special lecture, "G ender Related Seeing
- Does it Exist?” A discussion with Kendell College of Art & Design
students Michelle Klein, KimRoberts, and JacobSteenholdt. Formore info
call 459-4677.

THE FINAL INSULT
MOSTLY ALL NEW JOKES.

w^ H j w g a n

□ "The Fugitive"
□ "In the Name o f the Father"
□

D
□

"The Piano"
"The Remains of the Day"
"Schindler’s List"

Best Actor
O Daniel Day-Lewis, "In the Name
o f the Father"
□ Laurence Fishbume, "What's
Love Got to do With It?"
□ Tom Hanks, "Philadelphia"
Anthony Hopkins, "The Remains
o f the Day"
G Liam Neeson, "Schindler's List"

G

Best Actress
1] AngelaBassett, "What's Love Got
to Do With It"
2] StockardChanning, "SixDegrees
of Separation"

G

Holly Hunter, "The Piano”
G Emma Thompson, "The Remains
of the Day"
G Debra Winger, "Shadowlands"

Best Supporting Actor
I~1 Leonardo DiCaprio, "W hat's
Eating Gilbert Grape"
G Ralph Fiennes, "Schindler’s List’
Q TommyLeeJones,"TheFugitive"
□ John Malkovich," In the Line of
Fire"
G Pete Postlethwaite," In the Name
of the Father"

Best Supporting Actress

CALL the
FOR

the

LATESTS

t it l e s

A N D SHOWT1MES

53&-&760
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Anna Paquin, "The Piano"

□

of Green

□ Rosie Perez, Tearless"
G Winona Ryder, "The Age of
Innocence"
Emma Thompson "In the Name
of the Father"

Q

"TheWedding Banquet," Taiwan

H edd Wyn, United Kingdom

G

The Lantliorn
893-2460

Jobs & Money

ALASKA Summer Employment

- fisheries. M any earn $2,000+/
m o. in c a n n e rie s or $ 3 ,0 0 0 $6,000+/m o. on fishing vessels.
HELP W ANTED! The Lanthorn
. For info, call: 1-206-545-4155
is now accepting applications for
ext. A5623.
a ll p o s itio n s . A ll a re p a id
positions. A pplications are due
CRU ISE SHIP JOBS! Students
on Friday, M arch 25, 1994. For
needed! Earn $2000+ m onthly.
m ore inform ation please call the
S u m m e r /h o l id a y s / f u ll - t im e .
L anthorn o ffice at 895-2460.
W orld travel. Caribbean, H awaii,
G reat Sum m er Jo b O pportunity:
Data E ntry Clerk. F ull time, MonFri, 8-5pm , May - Aug, 1994.
Q ualifications: D etail oriented,
o rg an iz atio n al sk ills, p leasan t
p h o n e m a n n e rs , M a c in to s h
com puter experience and general
office sk ills..P leasejren d resum e
to: A ttn Sum m er .Em ployment,
6161 28th St, su ite 11, G rand
Rapids, M l, 49546.

Europe, M exico. Tour guides, gift
shop sa les, deck hands,casino
w orkers, etc. No experience. Call
602-680-4647, Ext. C147.
E a rn $ 5 0 0 or m ore w ee k ly
stuffing envelopes at home. Send
long SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers, D ept. R38, PO Box
1779, Denham Springs, LA 70727

GREEK S & CLUBS

EARN

The Student Life O ffice is looking
for people who w ant to make a
difference. W e're looking for
people who find satisfaction in
helping others, and going out of
their way to be o f service. W e're
looking for those people who want
to learn, grow and develop their
personal skills with us. *** A wide
variety o f positions are available
which include: staff assistants,
facility supervisors, receptionists,
tech, staff, university prom otions,
games hatch, and many m orel!
*** A pplications are available in
the Student Life O ffice (located
in K irkhof C enter)!!***D eadline
is Friday, M arch 25th!!
H u n g ry H o w ie 's P iz z a : N ow
hiring drivers. M ust have own car
and be able to work w eekends.
Apply in person at 314 Baldwin
in Jenison o r call 457-3333.

movie hotline

.. ....

Q

FOR YOURSELF

IS HESAKLEPTO.

n

Holly Hunter, "IheFum "

NEED A JO B?

Denis Leaiy • Judy Davis
Kevin Spacey

Best Foreign Film
Q "Belle Epoque," Spain
G Tarewell My Concubine," Hong

G

$50 - $250

the

Best Director
Q Jim Sheridan, "In the Name of the
Father"
G Jane Campion, "The Piano"
G James Ivory, "The Remains of
the Day”
G Steven Spielberg, "Schindler's
List"
□ Robert Altm*"’ HShort Cuts"
Tt> n r . n l ui, -•
-A* '*™ !**------------------------ —

Youth lead er for Jew ish temple
in G ran d R a p id s. M eet one
Sunday a m onth with teenagers
and lead activ ities. Call Marv
Ham m erm an, 949-5619.
Resident cam p counselors needed
June 12 through A ugust 13 in all
areas: H orses, sports, w aterfront,
dance and dram a. Cam p located
in P la in w e ll, M ich ig an . S taff
receive training, salaries, room
and b o ard , S atu rd ay s o ff and
v alu ab le jo b ex p erien ce. C all
M arcie Joseph 1-800-788-4919
for m ore inform ation.

plus up to S50Q for

your-glubl
Hnsliindniserooaanothingmdlastsone
week. Call now rod receive a free gift.

Travel
SPRING BREAK '94 PARTY!
Panam a C ity Beach, Florida
from $129.
FREE PARTIES/FREE
BEVERAGES.
Take the trip th at parties. Call
Jenny at T ravel A ssociates
1-800-558-3002.

M i

T ypist: W ork done out o f my
hom e. S tate o f the art equipm ent.
C all P at at 531-0914.__________
F L Y IN G IS FUN! O ne and three
passenger airplanes certified for
+3.8 and -1.52 G 's are used!
Prices start at $12.50 a person! I
can also teach. C all D ave 7916909. __________________ __

Place your
Classified today!!
Only 10<}; per word!

1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65.

D o n't fo rg e t..
To s to p b y The L a n th o rn
W e d n e s d a y , M a rc h 16th
4 pm to 7 pm
fo r o u r

Housine
Fem ale room ate wanted to share
3-bedroom riverfront home. In
N.E. G rand Rapids. $160/mo. +
1/3 o f utilities. Available March
or April for permanent or monthly
residence. 364-5870.
Spacious 2 BR upstairs apt. less
than 2 miles from campus. No
pets, non-sm okers. Call Chuck,
895-6449.

For Sale
BY OW NER: Remodeled 1 1/2
story farm house on spacious 1.3
acre lot. 3, possibly 4 bedrooms,
large m aster bedroom, light oak
kitchen with seperate dinnette, 1
3 /4 b a th s, p a r tia lly fin ish e d
basem ent, new 2 1/2 stall garage
and b a rn .
P o ssib le re n ta l
property. G reat area, must sell.
Price reduced-573,900: C all 6698784.

SC.

O P E N H O USE
see w h a t re a lly g o e s o n
b e h in d th e sce ne s o f
G ra n d V a lle y's s tu d e n t-ru n
n e w s p a p e r!

Open to ail students,
faculty and staff

r

C AFE N U IT
Q ntuuL V a lle y '& <utut
co ^ee M u ia
Join us on Sundays from
7-11 pm and Wednesdays
from 6-11 pm in
downstairs Kirkhof.
If you are interested in
performing musically,
artistically or in some other
way, call SOVC (895-2363)
for more info. And as
always,

M a c in to sh com puter. Com plete
system including p rinter only
$500. Call Chris at 800-289-

F

5685.

—

\ t t

G o ite r .
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The Anatomy of the Citibank
Classic card: a body of services and peace of
mind for students, now with No Annual Fee. For years, scientists could only
theorize about the Citibank Classic Visa® card, unable to actually observe anything below its epidermal surface
(i.e. the plastic). Surely the highly intelligent services were evidence of an advanced brain. But with the latest
advances in x-ray technology, and when the light could catch the various parts just so, it was confirmed: the
Citibank Classic Visa card is head to toe more evolved than
ever imagined, f At its backbone are 3 services to cover the
purchases you make on the card. Starting at the Lower Costal

Spine, we see Citibank Price Protection can assure you of
the best price. All you have to do is discover the same item
advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank will
Scientists theorize that the m ind o f the Citibank Classic Visa
cardm em ber (Fig. A) is secure because it receives superior
service; the m in d o f the non-Citibank Classic Visa cardm em ber
(Fig B) is not secure because—could it be?—it has a screw loose?

f
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Monarch Notes® Version: With your

difference Up to $150'. Along the Oops-lt-Slipped
F

6

_
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purchases covered, no annual fee, and

Disc, Buyers Security” can cover those purchases against
a low rate, the Citibank Classic Visa

accidental damage, fire or theft, for 90 days from the date o f purchase1; and Citibank Lifetime Warranty” allows
card will go easy on your Nervous
one to extend the warranty for the expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years2. So if you ever buy a
walkman, a stereo, whatever, it will be reassuring to know that Citibank can bend and be flexible while still lending
support. H The backbone is then connected to the cranium or headbone. Look at the bottom of the page. The
Citibank Photocard has the head of the cardholder, as well as his or her own signature, right on the front. That
way, it will help prevent fraud. It will also make a good form of ID, since you get to choose your own photo. 1 But
what about the Nervous System? The fact is, it doesn’t have one, not in the spinal cord nor in the brain. What it has
is the Very Calm System. Because even if your credit card gets stolen, or gets lost, an involuntary muscle called
the Extendus Anewcardeus activates the Lost Wallet” Service which can replace your card usually within
24 hours. T As suspected, there’s another involuntary muscle: the heart—a beating and caring heart, big enough
to give students special discounts and savings. You’ll receive a $20 Airfare Discount on domestic flights’;
savings on mail order purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music; a low variable interest rate of 15.4%J;
and, No Annual Fee. (In other words, the card itself doesn’t cost a forelimb and a hindlimb.) H Naturally the
heart of the Citibank Visa card pumps life and personalized customer service into all its parts, 24 hours a
day. So no m atter what the question you might have concerning your card, you need only call the
800 number. You’ll find Citibank has a neck they are eager to stick out for you. They will always lend
an ear. Or a hand. They will keep an eye out for you. They will put their best foot forward. Etc. H So call
to apply. You don’t need a job or a cosigner.
And call if you’d like your photo added to your
regular Citibank Classic Visa card. The number
is 1 - 8 0 0 - C I T I B A N K (1 -8 0 0 -2 4 8 -4 2 2 6 ),
extension 19. H If we take an overview of the
w hole body o f serv ices th a t m ake up the
Citibank Classic Visa cand, and consider that it will
facilitate building a credit history, then you must
shake a leg, flex your index finger and call today.

Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.

Certain conditions and exclusions apply Please refer to your Summary of Additional Program Information. Buyers Security is underwritten by The Zurich International UK
Limited ’Certain restrictions and limitations apply. Underwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company. Service life expectancy varies by product and is at least the
minimum based on retail industry data. Details of coverage are available in your Summary of Additional Program Information. 'Offer expires 6/30/94. M inimum ticket purchase
price is SI0O. Rebates are for Citibank student cardmembcrs on tickets issued by ISE Flights only 'T h e Annual Percentage Rate (APR) for purchases is IS4% as of 1/94 and may
vary quarterly The APR for cash advances is 19.8%. If all nance charge is im posed, the minimum is 50 cents. There is an additional finance charge for each cash advance transaction
equal to 2% of the amount of each cash advance transaction; however, it will not be less than $2.00 or greater than $10.00 Monarch* Notes are published by Monarch
Press, a division of Simon & Schuster, a Paramount Communications Company Used by permission o f publisher C 1994 Citibank (South Dakota). N A Member FDIC

System . C all 1 - 8 0 0 - C I T I B A N K
(1 -8 0 0 -2 4 8 -4 2 2 6 ), ex ten sio n 19.

